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1 IntroducCon
Environmental Security Assessments (ESAs) developed by the IES and partners, are meant to
provide decision makers in government, the private sector and NGOs with an array of
pracScal decision tools, strategic maps and iniSal policy recommendaSons for globally
signiﬁcant ﬂash‐point areas. The purpose it to idenSfy and study ecosystems of global
importance with high conservaSon value that are threatened in order to prevent or alleviate
environmental destrucSon, conﬂict and poverty.
The study area for this ESA lies in South East Asia in the Lower Mekong River Basin. The
focus is on one district in the Ca Mau Province of the Mekong Delta, Vietnam, namely the
Nam Can District.

Figure 1. Map showing the Greater Mekong River Basin with outline of the Lower Mekong River Basin and the Mekong
Delta of Vietnam1 .

The Greater Mekong River Basin, which extends into the six countries of China, Myanmar,
Lao PDR, Thailand, Cambodia and Viet Nam (see Figure 1.), is one of the world’s most
1

Source of map data: MRC Annual Flood Report 2005. Mekong River Commission, Vientiane,
Lao PDR. 82pp. ISSN 1728 3248; Mekong River and tributaries based on LandSat Image interpretation (Yamba
T. K., © IES 2010); ESRI Data & Maps. World. Redlands, CA: Environmental Systems Research Institute.
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biodiverse river basins, ranking second behind the Amazon (Mekong River Commission,
2005‐2009b). There are for instance, 12 WWF “globally criScal landscapes of internaSonal
biological importance” (WWF, 2009) and seven RAMSAR sites in this region (Ramsar News,
2010). It possesses threatened, endangered, rare and endemic species of ﬂora and fauna
such as the Irrawaddy Dolphin, Siamese Crocodile, Giant CaWish , Asian elephant, Xger, douc
langur, gaur, banteng, Eld’s deer, serow, clouded leopard, pygmy, loris, imperial pheasant
and Edwards’s pheasant (WWF, 2009). The Mekong River innervates the region providing
fresh water, nutrients, habitat, livelihoods, and services such as prevenSon and ﬂushing out
of high salinity levels from low lying areas and opportuniSes for hydropower generaSon. The
Greater Mekong is also world renowned for its food exports such as rice, and seafood.
Thailand and Vietnam, for instance, are the world’s top two rice and ﬁrst (Reuters, 2010) and
third (Sikkema, 2010) shrimp exporSng countries, respecSvely. The economic development
in the region is also growing with, for instance, Vietnam expected to meet most of its
Millennium Development Goals by 2015 (Oxfam InternaSonal, 2008). While progress in
economic development has beneﬁted some of the poor it has jeopardised environmental
health (Mekong River Commission, 2005‐2009a; UNEP) and thus in the long run
environmental security. Combined with the impacts of climate change, the lives of the over
60 million people who inhabit the lower reaches of this river basin (Mekong River
Commission, 2005‐2009c) (the Lower Mekong excludes China and Myanmar) and millions
more who rely on the ecosystem services and goods of this region will be greatly aﬀected.
The Nam Can District was selected as one of the study areas for the IES ESA because it
serves as a good representaSon of the issues in the globally important Mekong River Basin.
A porSon of the Nam Can (Bai Boi Nature Reserve) and neighbouring Ngoc Hien District (Dat
Mui Nature Reserve) comprise the Mui Ca Mau NaSonal Park. This naSonal park is
considered to contain “the most ecologically valuable and largest salt‐marsh forest in
Vietnam and is home to more than 100 rare and endangered species of fauna. The enSre Ca
Mau Province is famous for its bird sanctuaries and brackish cajeput and mangrove
ecosystems” (VietNamNet, 2009). Mangroves are vital for this region not only because they
sustain rich biodiversity but also because of their ecosystem service of providing coastal
protecSon against for instance, devastaSng climate change impacts. Due to these
characterisScs, the NaSonal Park has high potenSal for conservaSon, “conservaSon
educaSon and scienSﬁc research” but also for sustainable development such as “recreaSon,
ecotourism,” producSon forests etc. (Vietnam NaSonal Parks, 2009).
Despite its conservaSon value and long term sustainable development potenSal, the Nam
Can District is faced with extensive environmental destrucSon. A remote sensing study
showed that between 1968 and 1992 forests in neighbouring Cai Nuoc District were cleared
for agriculture and 1997 onward land use changed from rice ﬁelds to shrimp farms (Binh et
al., 2005). In Nam Can, with the changes to the ecosystem caused by salt water intrusion and
climate change as well as a new economic strategy to lim the Delta out of poverty and
increase the compeSSveness of its export driven economy (Central Intelligence Agency,
2010), its own agricultural lands and mangrove forests were more drasScally converted to
ﬁsh and even more so to shrimp farms at the end of the 80’s (based on visual interpretaSon
of Landsat image 1979 and 1989). The Nam Can District does not have a LU plan and
strategy but does have a map showing the current land use. The map shows that the
majority of the territory is under use for salt, brackish and fresh water aquaculture (Chinh,
12

2010). The district has also naturally occurring acid sulphate soils (ASS) which decrease
agricultural yields and add to the contaminaSon of fresh water sources and non‐ASS land
areas. The region is also mostly low lying and thus suscepSble to short and long term
impacts of climate change.
Poverty and conSnued loss of livelihoods through environmental destrucSon and
investments made without mulSsectorial and integrated planning are among few of the
issues of a complex problem but it is not a hopeless situaSon. There are some laws and
policies already in place, which support a healthier environment and poverty reducSon and
a new perspecSve, and there are structural reforms of the government for economic
liberalisaSon and internaSonal integraSon (Central Intelligence Agency, 2010).
Regarding conﬂict, there are diﬀerences in interests across the various stakeholder groups
and this can already be seen through the acSons of each. There are no current
confrontaSons, however, among the stakeholder groups whether at community level or
government level. It is uncertain if the lack of confrontaSon will be maintained and for how
long if the situaSon is not amended while pressures on the ecosystems from a growing
populaSon, potenSal ﬂooding of the market with shrimp and lowering of the shrimp
demand and/or price and increase of impacts of climate change. Knowing the tendencies of
the behaviour, altude and social condiSons (Hyde Hecker, 2010) of the Vietnamese people
can perhaps contribute to the expectaSons for conﬂicts or resoluSons. One example drawn
upon is the situaSon in which law enforcement authoriSes choose to condone the poor who
exploit protected ecosystems. This shows also the value they place on empathising with the
locals over protecSng the environment.
This environmental security assessment includes an invesSgaSon of the issues of the Nam
Can District and its surroundings as is relevant; an integraSve analysis for a comprehensive
understanding of the root causes and eﬀects of threats to environmental security, poverty
and conﬂict; alternaSves; a gap analysis of what issues are not being currently addressed;
and, recommendaSons for the appropriate actors to adopt and implement.
2 Method
Excerpt from the IES ESA Method (Hyde Hecker, 2011): IES deﬁnes environmental security
as:
The current and future availability (determined by the factors – supply, accessibility and
management) of life‐suppor<ng ecosystem services and goods for human needs and
natural processes which contribute to poverty allevia<on and conﬂict deterrence
In other words, IES holds that a) human beings are the referent object of environmental
security; b) human and naturally induced changes to life supporSng ecosystems are at the
source of the threat, while c) internaSonal organisaSons and donors, as well as stakeholders
of ecosystem services and goods are/should be the providers of environmental security.
The IES mission is to make global environmental security a core principle of internaXonal
policies by promoXng the maintenance of the regeneraXve capacity of life‐supporXng
13

ecosystems, in order to secure the condiXons for peace and sustainable development. To
achieve this goal the IES uSlises a mulSdisciplinary approach with ﬁve components: science,
diplomacy, law, ﬁnance and educaSon. One of the main IES programmes is Environmental
Security for Poverty AlleviaSon (ESPA), a ﬁve year programme (2006‐2010) with the overall
objecSve of helping to secure the natural resource livelihood basis of local communiSes in
the selected study areas.
To facilitate the execuSon of these goals, IES carries out Environmental Security Assessments
(ESAs) in vulnerable areas. In 2004, the IES embarked on the development of, and conSnues
to develop, a methodology for these ESAs. The general deﬁniSon of this methodology is a
mulSdisciplinary systemaSc set of procedures for idenSfying and analysing threats to
environmental security; formulaSng recommendaSons aimed at conserving the
environment and prevenSng violent conﬂict; and, idenSfying actors for the implementaSon
and follow up of environmental security (mulS‐year) acSon plans (See Figure 2. for the
Method Framework Outline). When applied to study areas, the method aims to balance
development with environmental protecSon; and, relies on exisSng research, development
programs and local stakeholders (SH), thus avoiding duplicaSon and employing comparaSve
advantage.
Method Framework Outline
1. Study area selection: exploration
2. Multi-disciplinary Assessment
3. Integrative Analyses as relates to Environmental Security Problem Solving
4. Use of remote sensing, GIS and cartographic synthesis maps
5. Alternatives and Recommendations
6. Advocacy
7. Reassessment

Figure 2. InsCtute for Environmental Security’s Environmental Security Assessment Method Framework Outline

Environmental Security and Conﬂict
Excerpt from the IES ESA Method (Hyde Hecker, 2010): Conﬂict can be deﬁned as ‘a struggle
over values and claims to scarce status, power and resources’ (Boulding, 1962 as cited in
Jeong, 2008).
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Figure 3. Model of relaConship between environment and conﬂict. A B C = AZtudes, Behaviour and social (social,
poliCcal and economic) CondiCons which are contribuCng factors to the relaConships at various stages in the cycle.

The environment can be a conﬂict contribuSng factor. It can also be a means to resolve (for
instance, via the potenSal to reduce poverty (Collier et al., 2003; MaVhew, Brown, & Jensen,
2009) or prevent conﬂict. Environmental change such as degradaSon and polluSon of
ecosystem services and goods can lead to resource scarcity and scarcity or poor
management of resources combined with other factors such as altudes and behaviour,
cultural pracSces, and social, poliScal and economic condiSons may contribute to conﬂict
(Homer‐Dixon, 1999; Jeong, 2008; MaVhew et al., 2009; Renner, 2006; Schwartz,
Deligiannis, & Homer‐Dixon, 2000). Conﬂict itself is “neither good nor bad” and thus if
managed appropriately can lead to resoluSon (Jeong, 2008), but this requires the interest
and aspiraSons of the stakeholders involved and the poliScal will to resolve the issues fairly.
If however, conﬂict is not resolved it may escalate into violence (Jeong, 2008). See Figure 3.
3 Background
The study area of Nam Can District is located in the southern most of the thirteen provinces
of the Vietnamese Mekong Delta called Ca Mau (See maps below). Ca Mau is a coastal
province bordering the East Sea and the Gulf of Thailand in the west. It has an area of
5,329km² and a populaSon of more than 1.2 million people (Southern InsStute for Water
Resources Planning, 2008). The whole of the Ca Mau Peninsula in the Delta’s southwest is
salinised for 6 months during the dry season as there is insuﬃcient freshwater ﬂow in the
Mekong to displace saline intrusion from the southwestern sector of the Delta (Vietnam
NaSonal Parks, 2009).
Nam Can is one of nine districts in the Ca Mau Province. The enSre District covers an area of
509.29 km2 (Chinh, 2010) and in 2003, it had a populaSon of 68,769 (Statoids, 2006). Its
15

capital, Nam Can Town, is the thriving economic and urban centre of the Ca Mau Province.
In addiSon, it is meant to become an industrial hub and a centre for seawards development
via the Nam Can Port (Duc, 1984‐1990).

Figure 4. Le] Map shows Mekong Delta with Ca Mau Province in green, Map on the right shows only the Ca Mau
Province with the Nam Can District outlined in red.

3.1 Hydrology of Ca Mau Province
Source: (Southern InsStute for Water Resources Planning, 2008). The Province of Ca Mau
has an average elevaSon of +0,30m to +1,60m above sea level. Its fresh water is provided by
precipitaXon, underground aquifers and surface ﬂows from the Bassac River (Figure 5). The
Province possesses a long coastline of 170 km, elaborate waterways and many water
transiXon areas. Ca Mau is the only province in the country regulated by two conﬂicXng Xdal
regimes, which drive saline intrusion into both surface and groundwater (see Figure 6 for
ﬂood duraSon).
Figure 5. Map showing Bassac River/Hau
Giang locaCon as it runs north west to south
east along the north eastern borders of the
provinces of Can Tho, Hau Giang and Soc
Trang. Map source: (hap://transmekong.com,
© 2004‐2010)

Source: (Duc, 1984‐1990). A large
area of mangrove forest and
associated interXdal mudﬂats exist
around Cua Song Bay at the
extreme southern Xp of the
Mekong Delta, bounded to the
west by the Gulf of Thailand and to
the southeast by the East Sea. The
enXre area is subject to Xdal
16

inundaXon twice daily, the Xdal amplitude varies between 0.53m at neap Xdes and 1.09m at
spring Xdes. The water in the channels is either brackish or saline, and there is no fresh
water in the area, see Figure 7 below. The average salinity at Ca Mau Cape is 24.5‐26.0
p.p.t., decreasing to 18.0‐20.0 p.p.t. a6er heavy rainfall. AccreXon is occurring at a rapid
rate, the mudﬂats extending westwards at about 60m per year.
Figure 6. Map Showing Mekong Delta Flood DuraCon.
Source: (Tuan, Wyseure, Viet, & Haest, 2004)

Figure 7. Map showing saline status for the Mekong
Delta2 .

2

Source: A. Yamashita, 2003. Cited in: Le Anh Tuan, Chu Thai Hoanh, Fiona Miller, and Bach Tan Sinh, 2008.
Floods and Salinity Management in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam. In: Challenges to Sustainable Development in
the Mekong Delta: Regional and National Policy Issues and Research Needs, T.T. Be, B.T. Sinh and Fiona M.
(Eds). The Sustainable Mekong Research Network (Sumernet)'s publication, Stockholm, Sweden.
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3.2 Regional Climate
Source: (Duc, 1984‐1990) Nam Can District and its surroundings are dominated by tropical
monsoonal climate with a dry season from November to March and a rainy season during
the southwest monsoon from April to October. The average annual rainfall is 2,250 mm
(range 1,940 to 2,950 mm), the heaviest rainfall occurring in August and September. Mean
relaXve humidity range from 79% to 88%. Storms are frequent in April and May, with wind
speeds someXmes exceeding 100 km/hr. Average annual temperatures range from 21 ‐
28°C3 .
3.3 Land Use Systems in Ca Mau Province
“Land use zoning for agriculture, aquaculture and other sectors is based on spaSal control of
fresh, brackish and salt water. This is accomplished by a system of canals, sluices and dikes
that supply fresh water and sediment and limit saline intrusion” (WWF, 2008).
Source: (Duc, 1984‐1990) Forest exploitaXon for Xmber, fuel wood and charcoal, and ﬁshing
for ﬁnﬁsh and shellﬁsh are common acXviXes. Aquaculture is becoming important, and there
are now 7,158 ha of shrimp ponds. Shi6ing agriculture occurs in areas where the sulphate
content of the soil is low. The land tenure is under provincial ownership. There is a protected
area of 7,547 ha that was established by the NaXonal Government in 1985. ReforestaXon
acXviXes are being promoted by the Forestry Department and by the local people
themselves. There is currently 6,200 ha of forest area, including 3,200 ha protected forests
and 3,000 ha producSon forests (Personal CommunicaSon between Patrick Huntjens and
Director of Forestry Department, Nam Can District, 27 April 2010).
Source: (Van Cu et al., 2007) In the framework of the collaboraXon between the Centre for
Remote Sensing and GeomaXcs (VTGEO), the Forest ProtecXon Department (FPD) of
Vietnam, and the Earth Remote Sensing Data Analysis Centre (ERSDAC) of Japan, scienSsts
have used ASTER data to analyse land use and vegetaSon in the Ca Mau Province. They
found that in 2002 in the Ca Mau region, ﬁsh and shrimp farming had already changed the
land use drasXcally: at the Xme, 40% of Ca Mau territory was used for shrimp aquaculture.
3.4 Economic AcCviCes in the Ca Mau Province
While in the past the region was dominated by rice producXon, the hopes for a higher
income have encouraged many people to make the switch from rice culXvaXon to shrimp
farming. StarXng in 1991 (VietnamNews, 2010) and expanding very fast a6erwards, shrimp
farming is now dominaXng the coastal area of Ca Mau Province. This has, however, not
delivered the economic development and prosperity that many households envisaged.
Diversifying the economy of Ca Mau Province is a central element in the recently revised
strategic development plan, including the building of a 200ha industrial park in the Nam Can
Port of Nam Can District (VINASHINCAMAU, 2007). Following that strategy, investments
have not only been made in shrimp farming / aquaculture but also in tourism, shipping and
industry – including the seafood processing industry (Southern InsStute for Water Resources
Planning, 2008).

3

http://www.colonialvoyage.com/asia/eng/vietnam/climate.html. Accessed 25 October 2010.
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Photo showing infrastructure at the Nam Can Port on the banks of the Cua Lon River, Nam Can Town. Source:
hap://www.vinashincamau.com/index.php?newlang=english

4

Case Study Area: Nam Can District

4.1 Hydrology of Nam Can District
Based on the documents from the People’s Commikee of Nam Can District (Chinh, 2010),
the hydrological characterisScs of Nam Can District have been deﬁned as follows:
Nam Can has a dense canal network, with coastal banks at East Sea and Thai bay, so the
District area is directly aﬀected by the complex Xde mode, from East Sea (uneven
semidiurnal Xde) and Thai bay (diurnal Xde). East Sea Xde amplitude is fairly high; in the
days of ﬂood, the Xde amplitude is about 300cm, and in the days of a likle ﬂood, the Xde
amplitude is from 180 to 220cm. Thai bay Xde amplitude is lower; the highest level is only
about 100cm. So, Nam Can is mainly aﬀected by the Xde from East Sea. The Xde on the Cua
Lon River at Nam Can Town someXmes lasts up to 5 hours 43 minutes and down about 6
hours 40 minutes, the Xde cycle is about 12 hours 32 minutes.
The Xdal amplitude from the East Sea is fairly high, someXmes combined with the Xde from
Thai Bay for making the Xde mode with the very large amplitude, so most of lands of the
District is ﬂooded. The Xde amplitude on the rivers is decreased from east to west. The
salinity of the rivers changes due to seasons; dry season has a higher salinity than rainy
season. The river ﬂow is directly aﬀected by the Xde acXvity. The quick up‐down Xme of the
Xde makes the ﬂow velocity and discharge on the rivers higher. The District is directly
aﬀected by two prevalent modes: Southwest monsoon and Northeast monsoon, so Nam Can
has two speciﬁc seasons:
Southwest monsoon begins from May to November; the average wind velocity is
from 1.8 to 4.5 m/s and makes a rainy season with much rain quanXty.
Dry season begins from December to April of next year, the prevalent wind direcXon
is northeast, the average wind velocity is from 1.6 to 2.8m/s.
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In general, the climate makes a good environment for developing comprehensively
agriculture and forestry. The season distribuXon mode and the inshore Xde condiXon make
the ecosystem suitable for aquaculture. However, each season has a diﬀerent hydrograph
mode, and the bank blow‐oﬀ phenomenon occurs frequently, so good forecasXng is
essenXal. In recent years, climate phenomena such as storms, whirlwinds, tempests, and
droughts have occurred much more o6en and aﬀect the District’s social and economic
acXviXes remarkably.
4.2 Flora of Nam Can District
Source: (Duc, 1984‐1990) “Nam Can contains the largest stands of mangrove forest
remaining in Vietnam. Extensive mangrove forests dominated by species of Avicennia and
Rhizophora are dominant in the area. The following species have been recorded in the
forests: Avicennia lanata, A.oﬃcinalis, A. alba, Rhizophora apiculata, R. mucronata, R.
orientala, R.stylosa, Bruguiera parviﬂora, B. gymnorhiza, B. sexangula, Lumnizzera
racemosa, Ceriops tagal, C.decandra, Xylocarpus granatum, SonneraXa ovola, Excoecaria
agallocha, Phoenix paludosa, Nypa fruXcans, Kandelia candel, Aegiceras corniculatum,
Acanthus ilicifolius, A. ebracteatus, Pluchea pieropoda, Paspalum vaginatum, AcrosXchum
aureum, Derris trifolia and Sarcolobus globosus. There are three main groups of algae are
Baccilariophyta, Cyanophyta and Chiorophyta. Forty‐four genera have been recorded, the
commonest being Rhizozienia and Cyclotella.”

Rhizophora mucronata mangrove trees showing sClt roots. Source: (Duke, 2006)

4.2.1 Mui Ca Mau NaConal Park
In mangrove areas, there is a great variety of aquaXc life. Mangrove ecosystems someXmes
called the "rainforests of the sea" protect coastal areas from waves and storms, serve as
spawning grounds for marine life and provide habitat to diverse and endangered species
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(Mandala Project, 1996). This is also the case in Ca Mau Province, in addiXon, it is considered
to be important for a number of migratory water birds. Therefore, porSons of the coastal
ecosystem and biodiversity are oﬃcially protected in the Mui Ca Mau NaSonal Park, also
known by several other names ‐ Bai Boi, Ca Mau, Dat Mui, Duoc Ca Mau, Ong Trang, Tam
Giang, Trang Sao (AcSve Travel Vietnam, 2008). This naSonal park stretches across the two
southern‐most districts of Nam Can (Bai Boi Nature Reserve) and Ngoc Hien (Dat Mui Nature
Reserve) in the Ca Mau Province (see map below, Figure 8). This region, containing “the
most ecologically valuable and largest salt‐marsh forest in Vietnam is home to more than
100 rare and endangered species of fauna. Ca Mau Province, famous for its bird sanctuaries,
is also home to the brackish cajeput and mangrove ecosystems” (VietNamNet, 2009). Apart
from this excepXonal biodiversity, “the mangroves at Mui Ca Mau perform an important
coastal protecXon funcXon. The NaXonal Park also has high potenXal for recreaXon,
ecotourism, conservaXon educaXon and scienXﬁc research (Vietnam NaSonal Parks, 2009).

Figure 8. Map showing Mui Ca Mau NaConal Park outlined in green and split across the two districts of Ngoc Hien and
Nam Can.

In 2009, UNESCO decided to add the Mui Ca Mau coastal ecosystems to its World Network
of Biosphere Reserves (UNESCO, 2009). According to UNESCO, the region demonstrates
ecological succession systems on new alluvial lands. Its conservaXon value is further marked
by its role as the boundary between mangrove and Melaleuca forests (see photo below), and
as a reproducXon and breeding area of marine species. Plans for the sustainable
development of the site focus on ecotourism and cultural tourism to showcase the
inhabitants’ rich heritage. Training is also planned to improve agriculture and ﬁshing
(UNESCO, 2009).
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Photo of a Melaleuca forest. Source: (Thevhi.org, 2007)

4.3 Related Fauna of the Region
Source: (Duc, 1984‐1990)
The mangrove forests are very important for wildlife especially birds. At least two or three
new breeding colonies of large waterbirds have been established in recent years. Resident
waterfowl include Spot‐billed Pelican, Great Cormorant, Oriental
Darter, some BiVern species, Black‐crowned Night Heron, Cinnamon
Heron, Purple Heron, Woolly‐necked Stork (see photo), and many
others.
The extensive interXdal mudﬂats are an important staging and
wintering area for large numbers of migratory shorebirds such as
Black‐winged SSlt, Pied Avocet, American Golden Plover, Black‐tailed
Godwit, Pintail Snipe, Common Piper, Terek Sandpiper, Whimbrel, and
many others.
Mammals include Macaque Monkey, Smooth OVer, Large Indian
Civet, Jungle Cat, Fishing Cat, Clouded Leopard, Wild Boar and Asian Deer. RepSles and
amphibians include Burmese Python, lizards, skinks, tadpoles and four species of frogs.
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4.4 Local Livelihoods in Nam Can District
Source: (Duc, 1984‐1990). Approximately 70,000 people are dependent to some extent on
the Nam Can mangrove forests for their food, fodder, medicines, housing materials and other
construcXon materials. Of a total work force of 27,000 about 18,500 are employed in
agriculture, almost 4,200 in ﬁshing and 320 in forestry. The local ﬁshery yields an annual
harvest of about 10,000 metric tonnes, and thereby consXtutes a very important source of
protein for the local people. The forest is also a recreaXon area for local people and other
visitors.
As regards economic development it is noteworthy that Nam Can Town has a shipbuilding
factory, owned by Vinashin (which will be taken over by Vinalines in September 2010).
Furthermore, an oil reﬁnery is considered to be built here by the Paciﬁc Development Group
(United States). However, plans for this oil reﬁnery have to be approved yet by Vietnamese
government. Vietnam exports crude oil mainly to China, Singapore, Japan, Britain and the
US. Vietnam's crude oil producXon decreased by 5.7% to 305,000 barrels a day in 2008.4
4.5 Relevant Policies and Development Strategies
The province of Ca Mau is primarily agrarian (rice/fruit agriculture, and shrimp/ﬁsh
aquaculture), and a signiﬁcant amount of infrastructure already exist to support these
acXviXes and their communiXes (Southern InsStute for Water Resources Planning, 2008).
The recent applicaSon of advanced agricultural technology, including ﬂood and salinity
control systems (dikes, dams, sluices), irrigaSon systems (canal, embankments) and
transport road networks has allowed some Ca Mau farmers to grow two or even three crops
a year.
Development policies in the Ca Mau Province follow a series of development plans ranging
from the internaSonal Basin‐wide Development Plan to the local Development Plan passing
by the Mekong Delta Master Plan (MDMP).
4.5.1 Basin‐wide Development Plan
The Basin‐wide Development Plan was developed in the framework of the Mekong River
Commission to “promote, support, cooperate and coordinate in the development of the full
potenSal of sustainable beneﬁts to all riparian States and the prevenSon of wasteful use of
the Mekong Basin waters”5.
4.5.2 Mekong Delta Master Plan
The Mekong Delta Master Plan (MDMP)6 is thought of as a delta‐wide development plan. It
was introduced in the 1990’s by the Government of Vietnam to underpin sustainable growth
in the lower Delta. A central thrust of this plan was to increase rice and aquaculture
producSon. One of the outcomes of the plan was a proposal to increase rice producSon in
the region west of the Bassac by supplying longer irrigaSon season and lowering, or
prevenSng salt‐water intrusion into the region.

4

http://www.hydrocarbons-technology.com/projects/dung/

5

Source: http://www.mrcmekong.org/programmes/bdp.htm (last visited 14 April 2010);

6

Netherlands Engineering Company (NEDECO). (1993). Mekong Delta Master Plan. http://www.nedeco.nl/
projects/strengthening-water-management-and-irrigation-systems-rehabilitation
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The Ca Mau peninsula was recently successfully desalinised and has led to an increase in
farmer’s revenues and living condiSons in some districts in the East. But in the West of the
peninsula, farmers perceived that the salinity prevenSon measures caused a decline in
abundance of natural ﬁshery products in rivers and canals 7. The general living condiSons
remain diﬃcult, with high poverty rates, low access to water in certain regions and soil
acidiﬁcaSon which caused the decline in income earnings from capture ﬁsheries.
4.5.3 Integrated Master Plan for the Mekong Delta
In October 2009, an integrated Master Plan was decided by the Prime Minister with the aim
to turn the Mekong Delta region into a dynamically and sustainably developed economic
region with favourable condiSons for investment. In addiSon to making the region an
agricultural hub, the plan also aims to transform it into a cultural and tourism centre.
Infrastructure plans include the upgrading of airports to meet internaSonal standards, the
development of NaSonal Highway 1, the Ho Chi Minh City route, and an expressway
connecSng Ho Chi Minh City, Can Tho City and the province of Ca Mau. Projects to upgrade
the waterway system, improve local living condiSons and protect the environment are also
targeted8.
4.5.4 Master Plan on Socio‐economic Development of Ca Mau
In addiSon, the Master Plan on Socio‐economic Development of Ca Mau9 was approved on
11 December 2008 by the Prime Minister. Its primary aim is to develop the province’s
economy in a “fast and sustainable manner, meeSng internaSonal economic integraSon
requirements”; to ensure harmony between socio‐economic development and
environmental protecSon, raise human resource quality, improve and incrementally raise
people’s living standards.
The plan, very much growth‐oriented, includes economic, social and environmental aspects
with the most signiﬁcant being:
- The average annual GDP growth rate will reach 13,3% in the period up to 2010; 13,7%
in the 2011‐2015 period and 14,2% in the 2016‐2020 period
- A shim from an agricultural‐based economy to a service based economy by 2020
- A doubling of the export turnover by 2020
- The development of road and electricity infrastructures
- The forest and scaVered tree canopy will reach 24% by 2010 and 28% by 2020
The plan also seeks to enhance environmental and biodiversity protecSon and rehabilitaSon
in submerged areas; to ensure sustainable development; to step up environmental
management and environmental polluSon treatment; acSvely prevent and combat natural
disasters; and, promptly cope with environmental incidents.

7

Ian White, Water Management in the Mekong Delta: Changes, Conflicts and Opportunities, IHP-VI,
Technical Documents in Hydrology, N°61, UNESCO, Paris, 2002, p. 34-35;
8

Source: http://en.vietnamplus.vn/Home/PM-inks-plan-for-Mekong-Delta-development/
200910/3319.vnplus (last visited on 14 April 2010);
9

Decision No. 163/2008/QD-TTg of 11 December 2008 approving the master plan on socio-economic
development of Ca Mau Province till 2020;
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4.5.5 NaConal Strategy for socio‐economic development
The NaConal Socio‐Economic Development Strategy (SEDS) in the period 2001‐2010 was
designed to facilitate the transiSon from a centrally‐led economy to a socialist‐oriented
market economy. It is to be noted that UNDP has proposed to help Vietnam build its
2011‐2020 socio‐economic strategy10.
4.6 Legal Order/Framework or Land governance or land tenure system
Source of the following legal text unless otherwise stated: (Hanh, Moore, & Emerton, 2010)
ArXcle 17 of the 1992 ConsXtuXon provides that all resources including air, land, forests,
rivers, lakes and other water supplies, subsurface resources, and marine resources belong to
the State and are owned by all the people of Vietnam. The State acts as the representaXve
for the people of Vietnam in all makers related to land distribuXon, management and use
(NaXonal Assembly Socalist Republic of Vietnam, 2003). People’s Commikees at all levels are
responsible for carrying out State funcXons related to land and in parXcular for assigning
land use rights and leasing land in their jurisdicXons (NaXonal Assembly Socialist Republic of
Vietnam, 2003).
4.6.1 Individual and household use rights
Land use rights for annual agricultural crops, aquaculture or salt‐making may be assigned to
an individual or household for up to 20 years and the assignment may be renewed. However,
no more than three hectares of each category of land may be assigned to one individual or
household. ArXcle 70 states that if land in more than one category is assigned to an
individual or household, the total amount of land assigned may be no more than ﬁve
hectares (Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 2003). ArXcle 33 states that individuals and
households do not have to pay land use fees.
According to ArXcle 67 of the 2003 Land Law and the ArXcle 24.3.a of the 2004 Law on
Forest ProtecXon and Development producXon forest land and plantaXon forest land may be
assigned to an individual or household for up to 50 years and the assignment may be
renewed. The amount of producXon forest that may be assigned to one individual or
household is 30 hectares. Nevertheless it is indicated under Decree No. 23/2006/NDCP,
ArXcle 22.1 that if that individual or household has also been assigned agricultural land, the
amount of forest land that may be assigned is reduced to 25 hectares.
Households and individuals may also lease land, subject to payment of annual rent, for
agricultural producXon, forestry, aquaculture, and salt making as well as for speciﬁed
commercial purposes (Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 2003)
4.6.2 Rights to manage land and use resources
The Land Law 2003 arXcle 105 and 107 recognises the rights of all land users to manage the
lands assigned or leased to them and speciﬁes their responsibiliXes. In ArXcle 109 it is
indicated that land users that are assigned land free of land use fees are not allowed to sell.
ArXcle 47.1‐2 and 47.3 of the Law on Forest ProtecXon and Development 2004 provides a
general right to use dead trees and speciﬁed non‐Xmber forest products in natural protecXon
forests and to exploit live trees in planted protecXon forests under speciﬁed condiXons. In
10

Source: http://en.vietnamplus.vn/Home/UNDP-helps-Vietnam-build-20112020-socio-economicstrategy/20103/7702.vnplus (last visited 14 April 2010);
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special use forests, extracXng dead and fallen trees and non‐Xmber forest plants is allowed,
but hunXng, catching and trapping animals is not (General Assembly of the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam, 2004).
4.6.3 Individual and household management rights
ProtecXon forests smaller than 5,000 hectares may be assigned to be managed by
individuals or households, without payment of forest use fees (General Assembly of the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 2004) (Law on Forest ProtecXon and Development 2004,
ArXcle 24.2). The law does not specify the length of Xme that protecXon forests may be
assigned to individuals or households. Where land assigned to individuals and households for
agriculture, aquaculture or salt‐making is interspersed with protecXon forest that has not
been included in planning for protecXon forests, the protecXon forest may be managed
according to the purpose of the land assigned under the Land Law 2003 (General assembly
of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 2004), (Law on Forest ProtecXon and Development
2004, ArXcle 48.2).
4.6.4 Individual and household rights to beneﬁts
According to the decision number 178/2001/QD‐TTg, 12/11/2001 ArXcle 4 and 13
households and individuals to whom special use forests are allocated by the State for
management and protecXon are funded by the State to carry out their work and are allowed
to conduct scienXﬁc, cultural and social research services, and eco‐tourism. Households and
individuals who are allocated protecXon forest are enXtled to payment for protecXng,
RegeneraXng and planXng forests. They are allowed to:
receive funds from the State for management and protecXon of the forest;
harvest non‐Xmber forest products, dry Xmber, and dead trees, and to harvest
bamboo with a maximum cuvng intensity of 30% when the forest cover reaches
80%;
• harvest Xmber by selecXve cuvng with a maximum cuvng intensity of 20% of the
total stand volume, excluding species listed in Appendix I of the ConvenXon on
InternaXonal Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES);
• Retain a sXpulated percentage of the total value of forest products harvested a6er
paying all taxes due (Decision 178/2001/QD‐TTg, ArXcle 5).
The beneﬁts to which households and individuals are enXtled for managing protecXon
forests are:
•
•

•

•

80‐90% of the total value of forest products harvested, a6er tax, if they receive
ﬁnancial support from the State for plantaXon, protecXon and regeneraXon of
natural forest in watershed protecXon forest; and
60‐70% if they are allocated protecXon forest for prevenXon of wind, sand or Xde
erosion, sea encroachment or environmental protecXon.

4.6.5 Land use change
The following changes in land use require prior approval:
•
•
•

From agriculture to non‐agricultural use;
From wet rice culXvaXon to forest land or aquaculture land;
From special‐use and protecXon forest land to land used for other purposes;
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•
•

From non‐agricultural land assigned free of land use levies to non‐agricultural land
assigned on payment of land use levies or to leased land; and
ArXcle 35.1 of the 2003 land law states that from non‐agricultural land other than
residenXal land to residenXal land (socialist republic of Vietnam, 2003). ArXcle 27
states that any change from one type of forest use to another must be consistent
with forest protecXon and development plans and must have prior approval (General
Assembly of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 2004).

4.7 EducaCon
The structure of the educaSon system in Vietnam is illustrated in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9. Chart showing the EducaCon System in Vietnam11.

There exists universal primary educaSon, and lower and upper secondary schools in all
districts and provinces of Vietnam. Most communes have aVained universal lower
secondary educaSon standard and a few communes have reached upper secondary
educaSon standard12.
To reach adults and youths who do not follow the educaSon system into higher levels of
educaSon, there is also non‐formal educaSon. According to the Ministry of EducaSon and
Training (2006b):
Non‐formal educaXon is a form of community mobilisaXon for the formaXon of a learning
society, to create the opportuniXes for everybody, at every level, every age, everywhere to

11

Source: Ministry of Education and Training, Education Landscape, 2006, http://en.moet.gov.vn/?
page=6.7&view=3401
12

Source: Ministry of Education and Training, Education Landscape, 2006, http://en.moet.gov.vn/?
page=6.7&view=3401
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pursue life long learning, in accordance with their own situaXon and condiXons, to contribute
to the enhancement of the mass knowledge and manpower quality.
It aims to consolidate and to increase the achievements of illiteracy eradicaXon for adults,
especially in mountainous, isolated and remote areas. To carry out eﬀecXve post‐literacy
programmes, post‐primary programmes, contribuXng to universalisaXon of lower secondary
educaXon by 2010; creaXng condiXons for universalisaXon of secondary educaXon in the
years a6er.
And to create opportuniXes for working people to pursue learning, retraining, by short‐term,
periodic or regular courses based on educaXon programmes, skill development programmes
that aim to increase the producXvity, to increase income generaXon or to make career
changes. To pay akenXon to the development of programmes for standardisaXon of
teaching, managerial and leadership staﬀ and civil servants from central to local levels.
5

IntegraCve Analysis

5.1 Overview of the Environmental Security Issues in the Nam Can District
Source: (Sandilyan et al., 2010). The peninsula of Ca Mau is supporXng vast habitats such as
lagoons, backwaters, estuaries, coral reefs and mangrove forests. Among them, the
mangrove ecosystem commands the highest importance because of its biological
producXvity and specialised diversity. A6er coral reefs, mangrove forests have the highest
producXvity among the coastal wetlands. With regard to biodiversity, mangroves support a
unique group of fungi, microbes, plants and higher animal species including several species
of migratory water birds. These unique ecosystems, especially located in Nam Can District
and Ngoc Hien District (both in the south of the Ca Mau Province), are in peril. Based on our
literature review, ﬁeld mission and mulS‐stakeholder workshop we have idenSﬁed a number
of key environmental security issues in Nam Can District. Although most of them are
interrelated we will highlight the following 5 key issues in separate secSons:
•

Loss of mangrove forest

•

Loss of biodiversity

•

Soil and water polluSon

•

Eﬀects of climate change, including sea level rise, salt water intrusion, heavy rains
and erosion, droughts

•

Impacts of shrimp farming and industries

5.1.1 Loss of mangrove forests
Mangrove forests at the coastal areas of Ca Mau Province are threatened as a result of the
local communiXes’ fuel and construcXon needs, as well as an increasing need for land for
agriculture and shrimp farming. In the Cai Nuoc District, neighbouring Nam Can District, for
instance, the forest area declined by 75% between 1968 and 2003. About 40% of this loss
could be akributed to shrimp farming, while the remaining 60% was akributed to needs for
agricultural land. At present, shrimp farming is the major source of mangrove loss in the
District (Binh et al., 2005). In Nam Can, with the changes to the ecosystem caused by salt
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water intrusion and climate change as well as a new economic strategy to lim the Delta out
of poverty and increase the compeSSveness of its export driven economy (Central
Intelligence Agency, 2010), its own agricultural and natural lands were more drasScally
converted to ﬁsh and even more so to shrimp farms at the end of the 80’s (based on visual
interpretaSon of Landsat image 1979 and 1989, see below). Today deforestaSon of
mangrove areas conSnues (see Figure 10 below for satellite images of 2003 and 2010).

Landsat MSS 1979, bands 4‐7‐5, vegetaSon/mangrove areas Landsat TM 1989, bands 7‐4‐2, vegetaSon/mangrove areas
(green), bare land/agriculture/seVlements (grey) and shrimp (green), bare land/agriculture/seVlements (sandy pink or
red) and shrimp farms/water (black to blue), clouds (white).
farms/water (magenta), clouds (white).

Landsat ETM+ 2003, bands 7‐4‐2, vegetaSon/mangrove areas Terra Satellite MODIS 2010, bands 7‐2‐1, vegetaSon/
(green), bare land/agriculture/seVlements (sandy pink or mangrove areas (green), bare land/agriculture/seVlements
red) and shrimp farms/water (black to blue), clouds (white). (sandy pink) and shrimp farms/water (black to dark blue),
clouds (white).
Figure 10. Satellite images showing deforestaCon of mangrove areas to agriculture lands and/or directly to shrimp
farms 13.

One of the eﬀects of mangrove destrucXon is the increase of salt water intrusion into the
area during the dry season. During that period of the year, the water level of the Mekong
River, ﬂowing into the delta, has always been relaXvely low. Mangrove forests, however,
used to act as a buﬀer between the sweet and salty waters, thereby reducing the amount of
salt water intruding into the delta. By cuvng the mangrove forests, people have destroyed
this buﬀer funcXon; as a result, salt water intrusion has increased excessively in the past few
years. In Cai Nuoc District, for instance, saline water covered 92.4 km2 in 1992 and 135.2 km2
in 1997/98, whereas the saline surface water has increased to 835.0 km2 in 2003 (Binh et al.,
2005).
The Ca Mau peninsula acts as a buﬀer protecXng the enXre region south of the Hau River
from some natural disasters such as salinity intrusion during long periods of droughts
(Southern InsStute for Water Resources Planning, 2008). But in previous years, the
13

Source for all images except 2010 http://glovis.usgs.gov/. Source 2010 http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov.
Images processed by NEO, http://www.neo.nl/farms.
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development of the shrimp industry has led to the clearance of great swathes of mangrove
forests in favour of diked ponds. The loss of the buﬀering capacity of the mangrove forests
has resulted in increased coastal vulnerability. This point has seen a striking example in 1997
when Typhoon Linda ripped through the Province destroying everything and aﬀecSng enSre
communiSes. The mulSplicaSon of extreme events, such as Typhoon Linda, are going to be
increasingly problemaSc as the climate changes and protecSve mangrove forests are
cleared. Furthermore, some sea dikes secXons are under serious erosion. Also, about 2,500m
of riverbank in some residenXal areas, including Nam Can, near major rivers is under erosion.
Source: (VietnamNews, 2010). Mangrove destrucXon causes a disturbance of the
ecosystem’s biological balance, through the increased growth of seaweed and fungi. In this
unbalanced state, shrimp farms and natural populaXons do not ﬂourish. Professor Phan
Nguyen Hong, former lecturer at the Ha Noi NaXonal University of EducaXon and leading
expert on mangrove ecosystem management, indicates that shrimps and ﬁsh cannot live in
such polluted waters and as a result of mangrove destrucXon, the natural populaXon of baby
shrimp in Ca Mau peninsula were lost. He also emphasises the economic beneﬁts of
mangrove forests on the marine industry, given the opportuniXes for shell ﬁsh (crabs)
aquaculture in mangrove forests.
Although the legislaSon (Rights to manage land and use resources: ArScle 47.1 – 2 and 47.3
and the land use change laws) of Vietnam encompasses the protecSon of forests, mangrove
forests are sSll being destroyed at an alarming rate. In an interview with the Nam Can
authoriSes, it was discovered that the Nam Can District has a lack of forest management
capacity, which is someSmes leading to mismanagement of forests and lack of law
enforcement, partly caused by under payment of forest keepers (Personal CommunicaSon
between Patrick Huntjens and Director of Forestry Department, Nam Can District, 27 April
2010).
5.1.2 Loss of Biodiversity
Directly linked to the loss of mangrove forest is loss in biodiversity. The Ca Mau NaXonal Park
faces some serious biodiversity threats. People cut down trees in the NaXonal Park to collect
Xmber and hunt for rare animals and birds. Furthermore, residents frequently hunt for snails
and crabs, resulXng in declining local biodiversity resources (VietNamNet, 2008). “Some
small areas of old growth Rhizophora apiculata mangrove remain in the naSonal park. This
vegetaSon type probably covered much of the area in the past. Evidence of over‐
exploitaSon is abundant, with many remnant stumps of large Rhizophora apiculata trees
present. There are sSll some big trees over 10 years old, though generally the habitat is
degraded. Signs of mangrove forest regeneraSon, however, have been observed at Mui Ca
Mau and mangrove plantaSons have been set up” (Vietnam NaSonal Parks, 2009).
Although the Law on Forest ProtecSon and Development 2004, ArScle 51.1 states that “In
special use forests, extracSng dead and fallen trees and non‐Smber forest plants is allowed,
but hunSng, catching and trapping animals is not” (General Assembly of the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam, 2004), the laVer acSviSes sSll occur. There exists also the threat of loss
species due to increasing salinity levels, see “Sea level rise and salt water intrusion” of the
IntegraSve SecSon of this Report.
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5.1.3 Soil and Water PolluCon
5.1.3.1 Domes<c and Industrial Waste
Source: (Chinh, 2010). Although Nam Can District has a low populaXon density, most people
are living near the rivers, channels and waterways, and all waste (e.g. plasScs, baVeries, and
organic waste) are thrown directly into the water or buried next to houses. There are also
some industrial complexes (e.g. boat factories) which are sources of environmental
polluSon. Waterway traﬃc vehicles are the dominant means of transportaSon for
inhabitants, which are also causing polluSon (e.g. by oil or fuel spills and leakages). There is
a law to regulate waste management but people mostly do not comply with it, the reason
for this is mainly due to a lack of awareness (Chinh, 2010).
Garbage thrown directly into open
waters, Nam Can town (Photograph by P.
Huntjens)

Not much empirical research is
available for soil and water quality
in Nam Can District. As a direct
result, it is very diﬃcult to assess
the character and severity of
polluSon and the causes.
Research executed by CESTE
(Chinh, 2010) show that the
concentraXons of the pollutants in
14
Nam Can District vary highly: BOD5 from 5.0‐50.0mg/l; total N content from 0.91 –
2.44mg/l, total P 0.26 – 0.93mg/l, Coliform value from 13‐1,300 MPN/100ml. NoXceably,
sampling points are near the center of communes where crowds are concentrated, one of
the reasons for increased content of the pollutants (See Figure 11).

14

BOD5 means Biochemical Oxygen Demand and is a parameter measured (over 5 days – thus BOD5) to
determine the amount of existent organic pollutants (for instance from seawage) in water. Too much organic
material in water can contribute to oxygen depletion. Source: (Zainudin, Mohamed, & Ramli, 2010)
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Figure 11. Map showing water polluCon for points measured in Nam Can District. Source: (Chinh, 2010).

Source: (Chinh, 2010). Based on the observaXons (see Table 1.) by the Ca Mau Soil Fund
Development Center (2008) some locaXons causing polluXon are Nam Can General Hospital,
Nam Can market, Hang Vinh market, Nam Can District rubbish dump, Hiep Tung seed shrimp
producXon farm, Hamlet 7B industry shrimp hatching area near Hiep Tung. The observaXons
show that the content of pollutants changes remarkably: at the market areas and hospitals,
BOD5 values range from 80‐200mg/l, at the rubbish dump, this value is up to 4,000mg/l and
from the industry shrimp hatching areas, seed shrimp farms are from 21‐25mg/l. Bacterial
contaminaXon of water is high, especially at markets, hospitals and rubbish dumps with
Coliform values ranging from 1,700,00 – 23,000,000 MPN/100ml. See Table 2, for an idea of
tolerable levels of these contaminants.

StaSon
WW1
WW2
WW3
WW4
WW5
WW6

pH
8.35
7.73
7.80
6.83
7.96
8.09

BOD5

Total N

80
200
140
4,000
21
25

91.8
51.4
48.6
297
7.8
2.4

Water quality parameters
SS
Total P Chlorin reduce
mg/l
107
9.36
‐
1,147
5.48
‐
512
0.83
‐
6109
36.4
‐
669
1.27
‐
642
5.45
0.13

Coliform
MPM/100ml
1700000
4900000
9200000
23000000
17
13

Table 1. Waste water quality in Nam Can District. Source: Center for Land Development of Ca Mau, March 2008 as cited
in (Chinh, 2010).

. Contaminant

MCLG1 (mg/L)2

MCL or TT1 (mg/ PotenCal Health Eﬀects from Long‐Term Exposure Above Sources of Contaminant in
L)2
the MCL (unless speciﬁed as short‐term)
Drinking Water
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Nitrate
(measured as
Nitrogen)

10

10

Infants below the age of six months who drink water
containing nitrate in excess of the MCL could become
seriously ill and, if untreated, may die. Symptoms include
shortness of breath and blue‐baby syndrome.

Runoﬀ from ferSlizer use;
leaching from sepSc tanks,
sewage; erosion of natural
deposits
Runoﬀ from ferSlizer use;
leaching from sepSc tanks,
sewage; erosion of natural
deposits

Nitrite
(measured as
Nitrogen)

1

1

Infants below the age of six months who drink water
containing nitrite in excess of the MCL could become
seriously ill and, if untreated, may die. Symptoms include
shortness of breath and blue‐baby syndrome.

Chlorine (as
Cl2)

MRDLG=4

MRDL=4.0

Eye/nose irritaSon; stomach discomfort

Water addiSve used to
control microbes

Chlorine
dioxide (as
ClO2)

MRDLG=0.8

MRDL=0.8

Anemia; infants & young children: nervous system eﬀects

Water addiSve used to
control microbes

5.0%

Not a health threat in itself; it is used to indicate whether
other potenSally harmful bacteria may be present. Fecal
coliform and E. coli are bacteria whose presence indicates
that the water may be contaminated with human or
animal wastes. Disease‐causing microbes (pathogens) in
these wastes can cause diarrhea, cramps, nausea,
headaches, or other symptoms. These pathogens may
pose a special health risk for infants, young children, and
people with severely compromised immune systems.

Coliforms are naturally
present in the environment;
as well as feces; fecal
coliforms and E. coli only
come from human and
animal fecal waste.

Total Coliforms
(including fecal
zero
coliform and E.
Coli)

Table 2. List of contaminants and their maximum levels allowed in drinking water in the US (US EPA, 2010).

5.1.3.2 Eﬀect of acid sulphate soils
Source: (Tuan & Wyseure, 2007). Acid sulphate soils (ASS) are exisXng naturally and occupy
1.6 millions hectares (47%) of the Mekong Delta, mainly in the large areas of Long Xuyen
Quadrangle and Plain of Reeds in the West Hau River, a part of Ca Mau Peninsula (Figure
12). ASS has high iron sulﬁde content. This soil is very sensiXve to the ﬂuctuaXons in the river
discharge and groundwater table. From March to April, the subsurface water level lowers by
approximately 1.0 meter and therefore the deep cracks in the soils result in oxidisaXon of the
pyrite horizon into acid sulphate. Due to frequent ﬂoods in the Mekong delta toxic water
from ASS areas is transported to other non‐ASS areas.
There has been much research on ASS in the Mekong Delta in the last 30 years. Disturbance
by excavaXon or drainage of ASS for ﬂood miXgaXon, urban development and agricultural
producXon result in large areas being acidiﬁed with signiﬁcant environmental, social and
economic problems. In the MD, ferrous iron (Fe2+) is commonly found underground. This
causes water for domesXc and industrial uses to take on a metallic taste and bad smell. Rice
and other crops in strong ASS do not grow well.

Nam Can District locaSon
PotenSal Acid Sulphate Mangrove Soils ‐
Sulﬁdic material: 0‐50cm
PotenSal Acid Sulphate Mangrove Soils ‐
Sulﬁdic material: >50cm
Saline ‐ PotenSal Acid Sulphate Soils ‐
Sulﬁdic material: >50cm
Figure 12. Extract of Mekong Delta Soils Map which is
on the original map at 1:250,000 scale – NIAPP, 1989
prepared by Integrated Resources Mapping Center
(IRMC), 1989

Saline Acid Sulphate Soils ‐ Sulﬁdic horizon:
>50cm
based
and
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5.1.4 Eﬀects of climate change: sea level rise, salt water intrusion, heavy rains and
erosion, droughts
Climate change impacts pose serious and wide ranging threats to the ecosystems and
livelihoods of Nam Can District. Climate change can directly aﬀect the hydrologic cycle and,
through it, the quanXty and quality of water and ecosystems services and goods. An
increase in the surface temperature of water and changes in the hydrological cycle could
result in changing rainfall paVerns over the region (IARU, 2009; World Water Development
Report, 2009). Food security can be at stake and worsen the levels of malnutriSon. As a
direct result, many sectors are extremely vulnerable to the impacts of climaSc change, in
parScular agriculture, ﬁshery, industry, navigaSon, tourism, human health, public safety,
biodiversity and the environmental services from ecosystems upon which they all rely. The
laVer applies to Nam Can District in parScular, and Mekong delta in general, since the
mangrove forests provide coastal protecSon and buﬀering capacity against extreme weather
events such as typhoons.
According to the Southern InsStute for Water Resources Planning (2008) in Ho Chi Minh,
Nam Can District is especially vulnerable to climate change since the complex saline‐
freshwater interacXon coupled with the ﬂat terrain and local geology open the region to the
following extremes in the water regime:
‐ Extensive ﬂooding regime (driven by heavy seasonal rainfall May‐December), strong
winds and cyclones can inundate dike routes, residenXal and agricultural areas,
erode banks and contaminate drainage;
‐ Dry season fresh water shortages and salinity intrusion from the sea;
‐ Acid Sulphate Soils (ASS) exist in large parts of Nam Can District, which can generate
highly acidic waters in the ﬁrst ﬂushes of the rainy season (see secXon on Soil and
Water PolluXon);
‐ Other eﬀects of droughts, such as crop failure, forest ﬁres, ASS, saline intrusion,
salinizaXon of groundwater;
‐ Increased erosion due to deforestaSon and decreased sediment ﬂows for accreSon
due to upstream acSviSes such as damming of the Mekong River.
The above menSoned climate‐related events are becoming more frequent and more
extreme (World Water Development Report, 2009). Without adapSve responses and
measures to miSgate climate change impacts, the threat to Ca Mau Province, including Nam
Can District is high (Southern InsStute for Water Resources Planning, 2008). In the following
secSon we will highlight the most serious climate change impacts for Nam Can District.
5.1.4.1 Sea level rise and salt water intrusion
Increasing salinity level in mangroves is a universal problem which has existed for several
decades, but in recent years, the condiXon has been exacerbated due to global warming,
over evaporaXon, seawater intrusion, reducXon of freshwater ﬂow and coastal shrimp
farming discharge (Hoque et al., 2006). Due to expected sea level rise Nam Can District, like
other coastal districts, will experience an increase in salt water intrusion (see Figure 13
below).
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Figure 13. InundaCon areas with one meter sea level rise (dark blue) in the Mekong Delta. The map shows that some
areas in Nam Can District (District locaCon outlined by the black rectangle) might become inundated due to sea level
rise. Source: The InternaConal Centre for Environmental Management (ICEM, 2007)

Generally mangrove ﬂora can tolerate and withstand higher salinity (Kathiresan, 2004 as
cited in Sandilyan et al., 2010). The mangrove ﬂora develops diverse mechanisms associated
with anatomic and physiological characterisXcs to regulate salt absorpXon and exclusion
(Shan et al., 2008 as cited in Sandilyan et al., 2010). However, the tolerance limit varies
amongst the species, e.g. Rhizophora mucronata seedlings do well in 30% salinity while
Rhizophora apiculata are beker at 15% (Kathiresan and Thangam as cited in Sandilyan et al.,
2010).
Source: (Sandilyan et al., 2010)
As stated earlier, mangrove vegetaXon can tolerate high salinity15 . However several faunal
species such as microorganisms, benthic invertebrates and larval forms which exclusively
depend on the mangrove wetlands for their survival are highly sensiXve to even a slight
change in the salinity of this ecosystem 16. Obviously several animal species, especially during
the larval period, do not possess well‐developed salt balancing mechanism like plants. So,
larval forms of several animals would get severely aﬀected and most of the Xme they would
fail to withstand increasing salinity. It is needless to say that each and every species has a
role to play in an ecosystem. If a parXcular group or a species is being eliminated from a
15

Kathiresan, K., In UNU–INWEH–UNESCO International Training Course on Coastal Biodiversity in
Mangrove Ecosystem Course Manual (eds Kathiresan, K. and Jmalkhah, S. A.), CAS in Marine Biology,
Annamalai University, Parangipettai, India, 2004, pp. 297– 309 as cited in Sandilyan et al., 2010).
16

(Paula, J., Nogueira, M. R., Paci, S., McLaughlin, P., Gherardi, F. and Emmerson, W., Hydrobiologia, 2001,
449, 141–148 as cited in Sandilyan et al., 2010).
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habitat, it would have a profound impact on the enXre ecosystem, it can even be the starXng
point of ecological disaster17 .
Salt water inﬁltraXon into ground water is very common in the coastal areas of the Mekong
Delta, especially the popular exploitaXon layer of 80 – 120 meters for household wells (Tuan
& Wyseure, 2007). The Mekong River water level decreases and leads to more intense
seawater intrusion. As a consequence many coastal areas suﬀer serious shortages of fresh
water supply (Tuan & Wyseure, 2007). Salinity intrusion has a posiXve eﬀect, however, for
reducing acidity in potenXal ASS land (see also secSon 7.1.3.2) as the pH in sea water is
higher (more basic) than in the acidic soils. When there is a lack of saline water in ﬁelds, as
with saline protecXon dikes as in some districts of Bac Lieu and Kien Giang, soil acidiﬁcaXon
occurs in the dry season making soil much less producXve and thus, lowering the agricultural
yields. The presence of brackish and saline water is considered by some coastal shrimp
farmers and ﬁshermen to be a posiXve occurrence for their livelihoods (Miller, 2003).
Choosing to adapt their acXviXes to correspond with salinity intrusion, farmers are able to
implement a more varied producXon scheme to raise shrimp during the dry season. The
marine and coastal region contributes more than half of exported aquaXc value for Vietnam.
However, further expanding the shrimp industry will have a negaXve impact on salinisaXon
aﬀecXng local livelihoods (Tuan & Wyseure, 2007).
5.1.4.2 Sedimenta<on problems
Another threat is the diminuSon of the quanSty of sediments carted by the Mekong River
which eﬀecSvely contribute to counter the eﬀects of rising seas. The main challenge is to
allow sediment inputs from the enSre Mekong basin to conSnue to reach Ca Mau and the
rest of the delta. But with the mulSplicaSon of the construcSon of upstream dams in China
and other riparian countries (see Figure 14) and the intensiﬁcaSon of the use of the Mekong
waters, this trend is unlikely to be reversed. AddiSonally, due to deforestaSon there will be
less sediment being captured by the mangrove forest, and as such the ecosystem is losing its
natural adapSve capacity.

17

Odum, P. E., Fundamentals of Ecology, W.B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia, 1971, 3rd edn as cited in Sandilyan
et al., 2010).
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Figure 14. Map showing locaCon and status of dams in the Mekong River Basin, upstream from the Mekong Delta

5.1.5 Intensive shrimp farming
At this moment Nam Can District is sSll dominated by extensive methods of shrimp farming,
which is less polluSng than intensive methods. Nevertheless, there are a number of
environmental impacts from extensive methods as well, notably 1) the land use changes
amer culng forests and replacement by shrimp ponds, 2) shrimp farmers pulng sediment
on the sides of the shrimp pond, which is the main cause of acidity of the surrounding
waters, and thus a threat to mangrove forests, 3) the organic and inorganic polluSon of high
density shrimp populaSons, especially when the mud bed of the shrimp pond is removed
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once, someSmes twice, a year, 4) extensive methods require 3‐5 ha of shrimp pond area
while intensive methods require 1‐3 ha. This means that pressure on scarce land and thus on
forest area is decreased by intensive methods when compared to extensive methods.
In the near future one of the major threats to environmental security is a transiSon to
industrial shrimp farming in Nam Can District. Most of the villages have concrete and
ambiSous plans to increase producSon of shrimps by using intensive methods. For example
in Lam Hai Village there are Government approved plans for iniSaSng intensive methods for
shrimp farming with 0 ha at present, 200 ha in 2012, 300 ha in 2015, and 800 ha in 2020
(Personal CommunicaSon between Patrick Huntjens and Chairman of the People's
CommiVee of Lam Hai Village, Nam Can District, 27 April 2010).
Although shrimp aquaculture development appears to have been important in poverty
reducSon and livelihood improvement for some households it has also caused
environmental problems in coastal areas (UNEP, 1998). As regards future economic
developments in Nam Can District all stakeholders menSon only the possibility of moving
towards more intensive methods of shrimp farming. Most villages incorporated intensive
methods as their key policy for socio‐economic development in the near future. There is no
awareness whatsoever on the increased environmental impacts of such a transiSon,
although studies show that these impacts will be substanSally higher than with extensive
methods.
Nam Can District is experiencing a
transiCon to intensive methods of shrimp
farming. This intensive method includes
aeraCon of shrimp ponds as shown on
picture (Photograph by P. Huntjens, 2010).
Technologies for intensive methods (such
as aeraCon) are usually more expensive
than those for extensive methods and
thus not as accessible by poor farmers.
Meanwhile these intensive methods lead
to higher producCon yields but more
negaCve environmental impacts (see
other secCons on this topic).

Unless otherwise stated, Source: (Quarto, 1998). Unfortunately, since the advent of more
intensive modern industrial aquaculture, serious environmental and social issues have
developed. Indigenous coastal people are being adversely aﬀected, many losing their
livelihoods, homes, and cultures to unsustainable aquaculture development. The overall
setup processes and operaXons of industrial shrimp aquaculture are tremendously disrupXve
to the delicate and complex balance of coastal ecology. Some of the major problems caused
by industrial shrimp farming include:
•

The poorly regulated development of aquaculture ponds in the southern Mekong
Delta has led to the widespread destrucSon of mangrove forests. Furthermore,
destrucSon of mangrove forest has serious consequences as it provides vital habitat
for ﬁsh and the larval stages of other commercially important marine fauna (Thu, and
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Populus, 2007). The industry’s rapid expansion is also exerSng a serious toll on
wetland habitats. Reduced water ﬂow, soil salinizaSon and depleSon of ground and
surface water supplies, depleSon of wild ﬁsh and shrimp populaSons and biological
polluSon of naSve shrimp stocks have all been reported (Nguyen Tho et al., 2007);
•

Industrial shrimp farms replace a diverse, mulXple resource environment with large‐
scale monoculture operaXons;

•

One tragic irony of industrial shrimp aquaculture is that the process requires clean
water, yet it has become a source of severe water polluXon, o6en Xmes fouling its
own "nest," in its bid for ever higher shrimp producXon;

•

The o6en unrestricted use of chemical inputs, such as anXbioXcs, pesXcides and
water addiXves, when combined with the buildup on the pond bokoms of unused
feeds and feces, has led to epidemic shrimp diseases and many early pond closures
because of harmful accumulaXon of toxic eﬄuents.

•

Industrial shrimp farming is the least sustainable way of aquaculture since the
average intensive farm has been found to survive only 2 to 5 years before serious
polluSon and disease problems cause early shrimp pond closures (see below ﬁgure).
As such, local shrimp farmers in Nam Can District are becoming more vulnerable and
might lose their main source of income.

•

Another logical negaXve eﬀect of the increasing shrimp producXon is the price
decrease (Shrimp news internaSonal, 2008 and GLOBEFISH, 2004) as demand
remains stable and supply increases.

•

Source: (Quarto, 1998). Overstocking and indiscriminate use of feeds and water
addiXves sXll are being widely pracXced today. It is a fact that industrial shrimp
aquaculture is being pracXced on a wide‐scale producXon basis while it is sXll really
in its research and development phase (Quarto, 1998). It is sXll akempXng to solve
very grave and life threatening problems in the ﬁeld, rather than in a closed test
facility where failures will not be so ruinous (Quarto, 1998).

•

Even the shrimp product itself, which is widely marketed and in popular demand in
consumer naXons, is quesXonable with regards to health risks. The o6en
indiscriminate use, or misuse, of anXbioXcs, pesXcides, and other water and shrimp
feed addiXves has raised some serious quesXons for consumers. Some anXbioXcs
used in shrimp producXon are similar to anXbioXcs used to treat human diseases.
Studies are currently being conducted by a team of scienXsts in the United States and
the Philippines, to determine whether anXbioXcs used for shrimp producXon could
create a resistance to these bacteria in the humans who consume farmed shrimp.
Due to escalaXng public concerns over health risks, Japan has idenXﬁed over 20
anXbioXcs used in the farmed shrimp industry and has banned shrimp farmed with
these anXbioXcs. Meanwhile, the United States Food and Drug AdministraXon (FDA)
only looks for residues of between just two to six anXbioXcs, (instead of the 20
anXbioXcs idenXﬁed by Japanese authoriXes), and to present, the FDA bans no
shrimp culXvated with their use.
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•

Shrimp farming in general, along with other forms of aquaculture, poses a real
danger of geneXc contaminaXon and lowering of biodiversity. Accidental and
incidental release of farm raised shrimp or ﬁsh can have tremendous repercussions
on the naXve species which may come in contact with them.

Figure 15. ‐ Graph depicCng built‐in unsustainability of industrial shrimp farming (Kautsky et al., 1997)

5.1.6 EducaCon
Environmental awareness:
In general there is very liVle environmental awareness amongst ciSzens of Nam Can District.
This is partly due to the limited informaSon on the values of mangrove forests and other
natural resources, but it is a direct result of poverty, which puts the short term provision of
food and income at the top of people’s priority list. People are generally unaware of how
their lifestyle and livelihood might have an impact on the environment.
Formal and Non‐formal EducaXon:
While evaluaSng the EducaSon Development and Strategic Plan of 2001‐2010, the
Vietnamese Ministry of EducaSon itself admits that Vietnam’s educaSon has gained
important achievements but is sSll deﬁcient.18
One drawback that we can point out is that there is no priority being given to environmental
educaSon. The EducaSon Ministry states 7 goals of educaSon development19 however, not a
single goal exclusively menSons environment. In a country and especially the Mekong Delta
and therefore the Ca Mau region that faces such high environmental risks, the awareness
and educaSon of the same must be inculcated at a very early age. All the more, not many
children pursue higher educaSon where there may be the possibility of environmental
educaSon.

18

Ministry of Education and Training, Vietnam Primary Education http://en.moet.gov.vn/?
page=6.10&view=4401
19

Ministry of Education and Training, The Development Goals of Education http://en.moet.gov.vn/?
page=6.1&type=&page=6.1&view=3456 and Ministry of Education and Training, Solutions for Education
Development, http://en.moet.gov.vn/?page=6.4&view=3461
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‐Nguyen Thi Than, in his paper Stled ‘Awareness of Vietnamese Primary School Teachers on
Environmental EducaXon’ says that teaching environmental educaXon requires trained
teachers who are not only aware of the problems, but are also capable of applying
theoreXcal knowledge to the local environment. He also states that Vietnamese primary
school teachers lack the necessary qualiﬁcaXons for the same and therefore suggests
environment‐oriented training programmes for teachers as per the needs of each district. 20
Furthermore, not enough aVenSon is being invested in the non‐formal educaSon for non‐
tradiSonal students (Ministry of EducaSon And Training, 2006).
5.2 Stakeholder Analysis
In order to address the problems appropriately it is important to have an understanding of
each group’s concerns. As there are many diﬀerent stakeholders in the region, in some
instances categories were developed to make consideraSon of as many stakeholder groups
feasible for this study. The following stakeholders are in some way related to the problems
being idenSﬁed during the mission.
Stakeholders

ObjecCves, Goals, Needs

Environmental & Natural EnCtlements
Resources Interests

Local communiSes in
Nam Can District

Livelihood

Land for shrimp farming,
ﬁsh, animals to hunt, fuel
wood for coal pit,
construcSon wood for
housing, infrastructure,
and shrimp farming,
waterways for transport
and navigaSon

Most families own their
land (used for living and
shrimp farming), except
for green areas, which is
owned by government

Shrimp farmers (extensive Livelihood and income
methods)

Land area needed for
shrimp farming, so there
is a need to cut forests;
other environmental
impacts relaSvely low

Most of them own their
land for living and shrimp
farming, but in green
areas they have to obey
to 60‐40% rule (forest‐
farm resp.)

Shrimp farmers (intensive Livelihood and high
methods)
proﬁts

Land area needed for
shrimp farming, so there
is a need to cut forests;
pond treatment with
ferSlizer, chemicals,
enzymes, anSbioScs,
sSmulants sodium
compounds (natri),
metabisulﬁte; periodical
mud bed removing >
environmental impacts
high

Most of them own their
land for living and shrimp
farming, but in green
areas they have to obey
to 60%‐40% rule (forest‐
farm resp.)

20

Thi Than, Awareness of Vietnamese Primary School Teachers on Environmental Education, International
Research in Geographical and Environmental Education, Vol 10, No. 4, pp 429 – 444, Dec 2001 http://
www.informaworld.com/smpp/content~content=a908038866&db=all
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Stakeholders

ObjecCves, Goals, Needs

Environmental & Natural EnCtlements
Resources Interests

Local authoriSes in Nam
Can District (People’s
CommiVee at commune,
district and provincial
level)

Forest protecSon, forest
exploitaSon, socio‐
economic development,
mainly based on
aquaculture, in parScular
shrimp farming. Other
focal sectors are ﬁsheries,
irrigaSon, commerce,
tourism, infrastructure,
educaSon, and health
care;

Mangrove forests are
important for several
reasons, but it is hard to
improve livelihoods,
because improvement
means increasing shrimp
farms, which normally
involves culng more
forest or more intensive
methods (which poses
more environmental risks
than extensive methods)

Land owner as regards
protected forests and
mandate to manage
green areas (60% forest,
40% shrimp farms),
shrimp farmers in green
area own their land but
have to obey to 60‐40%
rule

Most villages have
concrete plans to move to
industrial shrimp farming
> more environmental
risks
Forest keepers

Habitat conservaSon,
biodiversity protecSon,
forest exploitaSon, and
local community
educaSon, provision of
ecosystem services

Healthy mangrove
forests, with high
biodiversity in ﬂora and
fauna, and sustainability
of ecosystem services

ProtecSon mandate; area
they have to protect is
owned by DONRE

Governmental
departments (e.g.
forestry, aquaculture,
ﬁsheries, agriculture,
irrigaSon, commerce,
social aﬀairs, tourism,
educaSon, navigaSon,
health, science and
technology)

Development and
implementaSon of
policies, in parScular
related to forest
protecSon, forest
management, forest
exploitaSon, shrimp
farming, and socio‐
economic development

Healthy mangrove
forests, sustainability of
ecosystem services,
economic development,
reducSon in poverty,
improvements to health
condiSons of locals.

Mandates for respecSve
laws and policies

Bi‐ or mulSlateral aid
organizaSons

Poverty alleviaSon,
Sustainable livelihoods
sustainable development, and ecosystem
environmental
management
management and
conservaSon

AcSviSes agreed by
responsible ministries

InternaSonal Community
(e.g. cultural,
recreaSonal, ecological,
tourists, conservaSonists)

Clean water, soil and air,
and provision of services
for tourism: informaSon
centers, hotels,
restaurant, infrastructure,
transportaSon,
entertainment, etc.

No speciﬁc enStlements

Healthy and aVracSve
ecosystems with high
biodiversity in ﬂora and
fauna, aVracSve and
clean beaches, bird
garden sightseeing

DONRE owns protected
forests (3200 ha) and part
of producSon forests
(3000 ha)
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Stakeholders

ObjecCves, Goals, Needs

Environmental & Natural EnCtlements
Resources Interests

NGO’s

Advocacy, environmental
awareness raising,
community educaSon +
involvement, gender
mainstreaming (e.g. by
women’s union)

Current and future
AcSviSes agreed by
availability of life‐
responsible ministries
supporSng ecosystem
and local authoriSes
services and goods for
human needs and natural
processes

Upstream Mekong River
Basin countries building
and maintaining dams

Economic growth
Mekong River
supported by hydropower

Transboundary

5.3 Problem linkages
On 26 April 2010 a mulS‐stakeholder workshop with 55 parScipants was organized in the
conference room of the Nam Can District People’s CommiVee. The purpose of the workshop
was to obtain a comprehensive and integrated understanding of the issues, their root causes
and eﬀects in the study area, and based on this understanding make recommendaSons. A
cogniSve mapping exercise was carried out grouping stakeholders in 2s and 3s to produce 20
cogniSve maps. One of the key outputs of this workshop exercise was then to create one
group model from the 20 maps, showing problem linkages in Nam Can District (see Figure 16
below).
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Figure 16. Environmental Security Assessment by using Group Model Building. Group model diagram developed by
Patrick Huntjens (Water Partner FoundaCon) based on inputs from the mulC‐stakeholder dialogue and workshop.
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5.3.1 Problem Cycle

Figure 17. Problem Tree (Cycle) showing cause and eﬀect relaConships among the issues idenCﬁed in the study area
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5.3.2 Problem Tree Described
The previous secSon on the IntegraSve Analysis focused on the threats to environmental
security. Five areas of environmental destrucSon were listed and described including some
of the reasons why they are occurring. In order to complete this environmental security
assessment, however, there needs to be a deeper and more comprehensive understanding
of the root causes and further eﬀects of theses diﬀerent forms of environmental
destrucSon. In addiSon to the group model, the IES uSlises a problem tree/cycle diagram
(Figure 17.) to assist with the analysis of the problem linkages. The problem tree/cycle oﬀers
a simpliﬁed diagram for visualising and reviewing the issues, their direct and indirect causes
and eﬀects and gives a rapid impression/view of what condiSons/issues are underlying or
sSmulaSng the overall situaSon in the study area.
In the case of Nam Can, Mekong Delta, the Problem Tree/Cycle shows the type of
governance in Vietnam as one of the most foundaSonal causes of the current situaSon. This
type of governance can be considered a not‐suﬃciently‐transformed‐top‐down‐command‐
regime which sSll uSlises a sectorial and not a mulSsectorial approach to policy making, and
doesn’t uSlise results of research for its economic and development planning nor
incorporates mulSple stakeholders in its decision making. As a result of this type of
governance we see eﬀects such as unplanned immigrant seVlements, the support and
pracSce of unsustainable aquaculture methods, lack of economic diversiﬁcaSon and
investments and no land use strategy and plan to guide the land use changes rapidly
occurring in the District. Immigrants seVle in Nam Can without the guidance of a land use
strategy and plan, adding to the increasing populaSon size.
The pracSce of unsustainable aquaculture leads to early farm closures and along with the
growing populaSon, demands on the ecosystem services and goods to provide for or
supplement basic needs increase. The emphasis on moving to intensive shrimp aquaculture
without economic alternaSves or a land use strategy and plan and lack of mulSsectorial
policy making leads to increasing chemical polluSon of the ecosystems from farm inputs and
outputs and households and factories posiSoned along rivers and channels. Combined with
climate change impacts and the damming of the Mekong River upstream, there is an
increased risk for natural disasters occurring in Nam Can and the surrounding Mekong Delta.
PolluSon and natural disasters lead to lower agricultural yields which in turn lead to less
access to basic commodiSes or lower per capita income for local communiSes and
authoriSes thus an economy which, for instance, cannot aﬀord to suﬃciently remunerate its
public servants such as ecosystem managers and law enforcers. In addiSon to low wages,
the lack of law enforcement as relates to environmental protecSon could also stem from the
type of governance, awareness of the interconnectedness of issues and priority selngs of
the government. As a result, there is environmental destrucSon such as loss of mangroves to
clear the land for agriculture, aquaculture, fuel and construcSon and this environmental
destrucSon increases with the increasing demands of a growing populaSon on the
ecosystems. Mangroves which act as habitat, when cleared lead to decreased biodiversity,
soil erosion and a coast suscepSble to natural disasters. Mangrove deforestaSon also leads
to increased salt water inﬂux and thus higher salinity levels which lower agricultural yields
and deplete sea nutrients thus destroying ﬂoral and faunal species and contaminaSng
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drinking water sources. The proliferaSon of shrimp aquaculture and move toward intensive
shrimp aquaculture lead to soil and water polluSon.
Such extensive and intensive ecosystem destrucSon makes it very diﬃcult for the
government to successfully promote alternaSve forms of economic development such as
ecotourism. Meanwhile, human health is at risk thus compromising a greatly relied upon
labour force in this agriculture/aquaculture economy. From such a situaSon increased
poverty may well ensue.
5.4 Conﬂict analysis
Excerpt from the IES ESA Method (Hyde Hecker, 2010). Conﬂict can be deﬁned as ‘a struggle
over values and claims to scarce status, power and resources’ (Boulding, 1962 as cited in;
Jeong, 2008). The environment can be a conﬂict contribuXng factor. It can also be a means
to resolve (for instance, via the potenXal to reduce poverty (Collier et al., 2003; Makhew,
Brown, & Jensen, 2009)) or prevent conﬂict. Environmental change such as degradaXon and
polluXon of ecosystem services and goods can lead to resource scarcity and scarcity or poor
management of resources combined with other factors such as avtudes and behaviour,
cultural pracXces, and social, poliXcal and economic condiXons may contribute to conﬂict
(Homer‐Dixon, 1999; Jeong, 2008; Makhew et al., 2009; Renner, 2006; Schwartz et al.,
2000). Conﬂict itself is “neither good nor bad” and thus if managed appropriately can lead to
resoluXon (Jeong, 2008), but this requires the interest and aspiraXons of the stakeholders
involved and the poliXcal will to resolve the issues fairly. If however, conﬂict is not resolved it
may escalate into violence (Jeong, 2008).
With the understanding of the situaSon in the study area derived from the group model,
compilaSon of the background informaSon, the integraSve and stakeholder analysis and
problem linkages, a conﬂict analysis was carried out. Diﬀerences across and within
stakeholder groups over the use of ecosystem services and goods were encountered in the
following areas and thus listed as potenSal sources for conﬂict.
Within the poor populaSon there are people who rely on ecosystem services and goods such
as the mangroves by culng them and/or for their habitat funcSon for hunSng animals
which dwell there. This diﬀerence in usage of the same ecosystem could lead to conﬂict.
The culng of the mangrove forest and hunSng in certain areas are furthermore, illegal but
the authoriSes choose to condone these people because of their dire condiSons. This choice
of the authoriSes to ignore the local poor prevents potenSal conﬂict but fosters
environmental destrucSon. The InternaSonal Centre for Environmental Management (ICEM)
in their publicaSon on the lessons learned from protected areas and development in
Vietnam, stated that the conﬂict dynamics between locals and protected areas was not well
documented or understood but suggested that if law enforcement in the absence of
alternaSves to forest exploitaSon were to increase so would the likelihood for the number of
conﬂicts (2003).
There is a clear diﬀerence in objecSves between those stakeholders who support economic
growth by shrimp farming whether extensive or industrial type (the poor, shrimp farmers,
local authoriSes) and those stakeholders who represent healthy ecosystems and human
health. Actually, the government authoriSes which promote shrimp farming act upon
economic and development policies which call not only for development but sustainable
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development; environmental protecSon and restoraSon; improved living standards and
poverty reducSon; and, acSve prevenSon and combat of the eﬀects natural disasters. Yet in
reality, the emphasis of the implementaSon is on development via the proliferaSon of
shrimp farms on cleared mangrove lands and this occurs without the existence of a land use
strategy and plan. So there are not clashes among the policies but at the implementaSon
stage the policies are not carried out in enSrety. This could be due to a lack of a parScipatory
and mulSsectorial approach to governance at both the insStuSon and individual levels.
The Mekong River Basin is known for the damming of the great Mekong River. Of course,
hydropower and economic development are important to each naSon but in this region the
more powerful countries act in isolaSon and disregard of their neighbours’ needs. In
addiSon to reducing the ﬂow of fresh water downstream, which is needed for ﬂushing out
acid sulphate soils and salt water from intruding and for consumpSon, sediments needed for
accreSon of the low lying Mekong Delta are also blocked. This helps keep the Delta
vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. This is a potenSal conﬂict at the internaSonal
level.
In summary, there are diﬀerences in interests across the various stakeholder groups and this
can already be seen through the acSons of each. There are no current confrontaSons,
however, among the stakeholder groups whether at community level or government level. It
is uncertain if the lack of confrontaSon will be maintained and for how long if the situaSon is
not amended while pressures on the ecosystems from a growing populaSon, potenSal
ﬂooding of the market with shrimp and lowering of the shrimp demand and/or price and
increase of impacts of climate change. Knowing the tendencies of the behaviour, altude
and social condiSons (Hyde Hecker, 2010) of the Vietnamese people can perhaps contribute
to the expectaSons for conﬂicts or resoluSons. One example drawn upon is the situaSon in
which law enforcement authoriSes choose to condone the poor who exploit protected
ecosystems. This shows also the value they place on empathising with the locals over
protecSng the environment.
The following paragraphs contain areas that stood out from the research as being potenSal
conﬂict areas in the study area but based on ﬁeld reports or feedback from the local contact
at CESTE SIWRR (Trinh Thi Long, 2010) it was conﬁrmed that stakeholders’ needs were being
met or that there were no diﬀerences in natural resource usage and livelihood interest
between those involved. Nonetheless they are listed below to show other likely areas of
tension that were considered.
Minority Groups
Based on our ﬁeld reports we have not found any signs of problems related to ethnic
minoriSes living in Nam Can District. Vietnam is home to over 54 ethnic minoriSes. The large
majority of these are the hill tribes of central and northern Vietnam. In Ca Mau Province
four ethniciSes can be found: Vietnamese, Khmer, Hoa, Tày (General StaSsScs Oﬃce of
Vietnam, 2008). The largest ethnic minority living in Nam Can District is the Khmer Krom,
which literally means "Khmer from below" ("below" referring to the lower areas of the
Mekong Delta). Many independent NGOs report that the human rights of the Khmer Krom
are being violated by the Vietnamese government. The Khmer Krom are reportedly forced to
adopt Vietnamese family names and speak the Vietnamese language (Origin Vietnam Travel,
2007 ‐ 2010). Based on our ﬁeld reports, however, it seems that ethnic minoriSes have equal
opportuniSes to sustain their livelihoods. In Hang Vinh Village, Nam Can District, there are
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38 Khmer Krom households, including 176 persons. Khmer people can buy land for shrimp
farming, e.g. 22 out of 38 households in Hang Vinh Village own shrimp farms. Other Khmer
people (without land) are normally hired by shrimp farmers (for less than 50.000 VND per
day) or they deliver services, e.g. selling food/drinks or transportaSon. One key diﬀerence
with non‐Khmer households is that the Khmers have a diﬀerent religion called Theravada
Buddhism. In daily life this diﬀerence is noSceable in the fact that Khmer people have
addiSonal holidays, based on their lunar calendar. There are no Khmer temples in the study
area.
Access to land and the Shrimp Market
1. How is the availability of land for extensive and intensive shrimp farming? Readily, or
some stakeholder groups favoured over others? What is the paVern?
Before, lands were allocated for migrated households to reclaim. When shrimp farming
developed, many households took the forest lands for shrimp farming, meanwhile others
could aﬀord to buy land. Some oﬃcials conﬁscated land for shrimp farming but these are
rare cases (Trinh Thi Long, 2010).
2. How is the market for shrimp and ﬁsh from farms? Can everyone sell for the same price or
some stakeholder groups favoured over others? Is the market swamped or foreseen as being
oversupplied in the near future?
In local areas, there are groups collecSng shrimps and selling to the processing factory for
exporSng. Concurrently, individuals can sell shrimps at the market price, without any
disSncSon or discriminaSon between groups or individuals. The ﬂuctuaSng price not only
depends on the market, especially exporSng, but also the quality and weight of shrimp (ex:
1kg of shrimp which weighs:100g/individual has a price of about 300.000 – 350.000VND,
while 1kg of shrimp which weighs:30g/individual ranges 120.000 – 150.000 VND/kg) (Trinh
Thi Long, 2010).
3. What is done with the shrimps being produced in the study area? Which percentage is for
local communiSes, for other areas in Vietnam and for export?
Almost all regional shrimp producSon are for exporSng, main export markets are US, EU and
Japan. Products that do not meet the export standard are sold in local markets (Trinh Thi
Long, 2010).
4. Are the local authoriSes or government treaSng poor shrimp farmers like they do the
wealthier ones?
The government regularly supports poor shrimp farmers in suitable technical shrimp farming
for alleviaSng poverty. Some households are given priority to approach alleviaSon projects
which are supported by organisaSons especially internaSonal organisaSons. If it is
necessary, the wealthier ones are able to access shrimp farming technologies. However, they
are groups of experienced people in shrimp farming and management (Trinh Thi Long,
2010).
5.4.1 Conﬂict Matrix
Excerpt from the IES ESA Method (Hyde Hecker, 2010). The matrix below (Figure 18) is
drawn up with the list of stakeholders inserted in the ﬁrst of the horizontal rows and verXcal
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columns. Based on the understanding of the issues to present and uXlising the informaXon
on stakeholders needs gathered for the stakeholder analysis, the overlapping needs (the
same resources needed for the same or varying uses) between stakeholders are idenXﬁed
and then inserted for each pair of stakeholders. In some cases there are ongoing conﬂicts
and the exercise then is to point out the ecosystem services/goods involved in the conﬂict. If
there are no current conﬂicts, a diﬀerence in the interest or usage of the same resources is
considered an area of potenXal conﬂict between two stakeholder groups. It is also possible
that there is such a diﬀerence within a single stakeholder group. The matrix then allows for
the visualising of current and discovery of potenXal conﬂicts involving ecosystem services/
goods among stakeholders.

Stakeholders Poor local
communities
-shrimp
farmers

Local
Wealthier
authorities Shrimp
(Commune farmers
People
Committees)

Government
agencies for
economic
growth

Local and
Government
global entities agencies for
for healthy
human health
ecosystems

Upstream
MRB
countries
building and
maintaining
dams

Poor local
communities
- shrimp
farmers

Matching
demonstrated
interests &
usage of
ecosystems

Matching
demonstrated
interests &
usage of
ecosystems

Destruction of
mangrove
ecosystems and
natural
protection
against climate
change and
water pollution
vs economic
growth

Destruction of
mangroves –
source of food,
water pollution
– health risk vs
economic
growth

Negative
impact on
communities
& shrimp
farms due to
increased
vulnerability
to climate
changes, soil
and water
pollution and
insufficient
fresh water
for
consumption.

Destruction of
mangrove
ecosystems and
natural
protection
against climate
change and
water pollution
vs economic
growth

Destruction of
mangroves –
source of food,
water pollution
– health risk vs
economic
growth

Undermines
efforts to
reduce
poverty &
strengthen
economy

-mangroves
needed as
habitat for
fish and
animals to
hunt vs
mangroves
destroyed to
create shrimp
farms

Both need
land for
farming
Future:
possibly
competition
for limited
aqua/
agricultural
land?

Future:
possibly
competition
for limited
aqua/
agricultural
land?

Local
authorities
(Commune
People
Committees)

Matching
demonstrated
interests &
usage of
ecosystems

Matching
demonstrate
d interests
& usage of
ecosystems

Future:
mangrove
destruction
now means
long term
extensive
damage of
mangroves =
less natural
protection
against
climate
change
impacts
(authorities
may come to
realize at a
late stage that
use of the
land in this
way is
problematic
to their
overall
mandate.
Matching
demonstrated
interests &
usage of
ecosystems
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Wealthier
Shrimp
farmers

Government
agencies for
economic
growth

Local and
global
entities for
healthy
ecosystems
Government
agencies for
human
health

Future:
possibly
competition
for limited
aqua/
agricultural
land?

Matching
demonstrated
interests &
usage of
ecosystems

Destruction of
mangrove
ecosystems and
natural
protection
against climate
change and
water pollution
vs economic
growth

Destruction of
mangroves –
source of food,
water pollution
– health risk vs
economic
growth

Negative
impact on
shrimp farms
due to
increased
vulnerability
to climate
changes, soil
and water
pollution and
insufficient
fresh water
for
consumption

Matching
demonstrated
interests &
usage of
ecosystems

Destruction of
mangrove
ecosystems and
natural
protection
against climate
change and
water pollution
vs economic
growth

Destruction of
mangroves –
source of food,
water pollution
– health risk vs
economic
growth

Undermines
efforts to
reduce
poverty &
strengthen
economy

Matching
demonstrated
interests &
usage of
ecosystems

Matching
demonstrated
interests &
usage of
ecosystems

Undermines
efforts to
conserve &
manage
ecosystems

Matching
demonstrated
interests &
usage of
ecosystems

Undermines
efforts to
improve
human health
conditions

Upstream
MRB
countries
building and
maintaining
dams

The most
upstream
dams will
benefit the
most and
there will be
negative
impacts even
for countries
with dams
that are
downstream

Figure 18. Conﬂict Matrix Diagram based on the conﬂict analysis for the Nam Can District study area
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5.5

AlternaCves

5.5.1 Science
5.5.1.1 Shrimp Farming Research and Development
5.5.1.1.1 Impact studies on the sustainability of industrial shrimp farming
With all the known issues surrounding industrial shrimp farming (lack of awareness of the
negaSve consequences of switching to intensive from extensive methods, poor treatment of
the ponds, disease outbreaks, polluSon, early closure of farms, loss of livelihoods) there is a
great need to invesSgate how sustainable industrial shrimp farming really is and how it could
be improved to become more sustainable. Such research could address all the related
problem areas previously menSoned.
5.5.1.1.2 Research and Development of alternaSve methods to industrial shrimp farming
Ecological shrimp farming
An alternaSve and more sustainable way of economic development for this area might
involve ecological shrimp farming. At present we have only found one locaSon where this is
taking place (in Biosphere Reserve Park 184). The regulaSons for ecological shrimp farming
have already been established by the responsible authoriSes in Nam Can District (Forestry &
Fishery Department) and they ensure high quality and sustainably produced shrimps which
are increasingly demanded by the internaSonal market. However, the potenSal for this
relaSvely new way of sustainable shrimp farming has been underexplored so far and would
at least require more investments in business development, including market and feasibility
studies, business showcases or small scale pilot projects for sustainable farming systems,
consorSum building (in parScular SMEs and NGOs) and a markeSng strategy to make it a
viable industry.
Mangrove friendly aquaculture
There are three dominant mangrove friendly aquaculture models currently in operaSon in
the Nam Can District. In the ﬁrst, a household is allocated 3 ha for mangrove reforestaSon,
mostly Rhizophora which are planted at 1,000‐2,000 trees per ha. Shrimps are cultured using
the tradiSonal, extensive method (no stocking of fry, no arSﬁcial feeds). In the second, a
household is allocated 5 ha for reforestaSon and shrimp farming. Shrimps are stocked at less
than 1 fry per m2 in waterways that occupy about 40% of the farm area, complying with the
District’s rule for mixed forest‐shrimp farming area (60% forest – 40% shrimp farm). This
type can be seen for example near Truong Duc hamlet and Lam Hai Commune. The third
type is called the forest‐shrimp‐crab combine‐culture method. This type of aquaculture is
seen in areas where salinity is available nearly the year round (thus rice growing is not
suitable). CharacterisXcs of this culture are as follows: culture area (with mangrove forest
inside): 3‐5 ha; Surrounding canal water area: 25‐30%; Shrimp seed: arXﬁcial hatchery
shrimp seeds stocking, natural crab and ﬁsh; Shrimp density: 1‐2 pieces (pc)/sq. meter (1st
cycle), 1.5‐2 (2nd cycle); Crab density: 0.1‐ 0.2 pc/sq meter; Culture Xme: One crop per year
(July to Feb); No pellet feed; No CaCO3 or/and ferXlisers; Yield: 580 kg/year (shrimp, crab,
ﬁsh) (Sea Minh Hai).
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Sustainable shrimp farming systems

For sustainable development of aquaculture in Nam Can District alternaSve systems might
be considered. Here we would like to menSon two of them: 1) the Gei Wai System, and 2)
the Closed‐System Shrimp Aquaculture (Mangrove AcSon Project).
Source: (Mangrove AcSon Project, 2010)
The Gei Wai System
The Gei Wai System is a tradiXonal aquaculture system which evolved in Hong Kong,
perhaps centuries ago. A Gei Wai basically uXlises the posiXve akributes of natural
mangrove forests as nursery and breeding grounds for ﬁsh, crabs, molluscs, and shrimps.
Wide channels, around 1‐3 m in depth, are excavated around what becomes a small island of
healthy mangrove forest.
The channels allow the several hectares or more of each Gei Wai pond to hold suﬃcient
waters at low Xdes to sustain the captured shrimp and ﬁsh. At high Xdes renewed sources of
nutrients enter the ponds through constructed sluice gates to sustain pond life anew. Up to
1900 kg of shrimp can be raised and harvested annually from one Gei Wai.
Closed‐System Shrimp Aquaculture
The "closed‐system" potenXally eliminates many of the obvious failures of the modern
"open‐producXon system," by operaXng in a more environmentally "friendly" fashion.
RecirculaXng producXon pond waters, which remove toxins from these fouled waters, is one
step in the right direcXon. Recycling of the eﬄuent waters from the producXon ponds can be
done in various ways, ranging from complex and costly water ﬁltraXon systems to
establishment of seklement ponds, or integrated secondary containment ponds. In
comparison to the tradiSonal means of shrimp farming for local consumpSon the closed
system method is much more costly to start up, but for exporSng it has great potenSal
especially when the demand shims more toward environmentally and socially responsible
produced shrimp (Mangrove AcSon Project, 2010).
5.5.1.2 Research on alterna<ves to shrimp farming
For instance – ecotourism, renewable energy etc. (See RecommendaSon SecSon)
5.5.1.3 Soil and water quality research and monitoring
Salinity control related research in mangrove habitats
It is necessary to invesSgate soluSons to dealing with high saline levels. For instance, some
mangrove species are known for their high saline tolerance limit, such as the Rhizophora
mucronata seedlings which thrive in 30% salinity and Rhizophora apiculata at 15%
concentraSon (Kathiresan and Thangam as cited in Sandilyan et al., 2010). Knowing which
mangroves species are most suitable for the current and expected salinity levels can help to
alleviate some of the problems caused by ongoing and future salt water intrusions. As
climate change makes natural hydrological processes unpredictable it is insuﬃcient,
however, to rely only on natural methods to regulate salinity (Sandilyan et al., 2010).
Research should be carried out in partnerships with exisSng expert organisaSons.
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Dealing with high acidity on acid sulphate soils
Source: (Tuan & Wyseure, 2007). A possible soluXon is a smart combinaXon of controlling
irrigated water, Xdal ﬂushing, adjusXng to a more suitable crop calendar and applying
chemical methods. The inland Melaleuca tree or some kinds of reed, that have good
tolerance to such a high acidity condiXon, should be replanted and restored as forest
wetlands in the ASS land. These vegetaSon types can provide other goods and services as
well such as the provision of forest commodiXes, the regulaXon of the water balance and
biodiversity conservaXon. For drinking water source, groundwater in ASS area is pumped out
and can be treated by aeraXon and ﬁltraXon. AeraXon is used to change iron content ferrous
to ferric form (Fe3+) and to reduce tastes and odours.
5.5.1.4 Adap<ve strategies to climate change
The Mekong Delta is known as one of the world’s deltas that will be greatly impacted by
climate change. Research should be carried out on topics such as potenSal impacts of
natural disaster, predicSon, prevenSon, preparedness and response mechanisms.
5.5.1.5 GIS, remote sensing and monitoring
These geospaSal technologies and training in their usage are invaluable and can be applied
to issues such as natural disaster predicSon, monitoring and response; biodiversity
inventories, distribuSon and loss; and, land use/land cover change detecSon, among others.
5.5.2 Policy
According to an assessment of the issues in the study area and the group model at Figure 16
regarding the issues and what is needed to alleviate them (Figure 19), pracSces and/or
policies in the following topics should be developed and if they already exist then improved:
1. Need for mulSsectorial and parScipatory policy making and implementaSon approach
2. Need to assess the progress (successes and failures) of strategic developmental policies
3. Development of a land use strategy, plan and map
4. Development of a climate change adaptaSon strategy,
5. Sustainable economic development policies underpinned by research and tesSng
6. EﬀecSve policies against environmental destrucSon
7. Policies which support ﬁnancing for alternaSves to environmental overexploitaSon and
destrucSon such as payments for ecosystem services and polluter pays principle (Please
see RecommendaSons and Conclusions/Finance SecSon)
5.5.2.1 Need for mul<sectorial and par<cipatory policy making and implementa<on
approach
So far, most development strategies menSoned earlier in this report talk not only of
development but among others, environmental protecSon and poverty reducSon as well. In
pracSce, however, the applicaSon of these policies show an emphasis on development
objecSves with omen negaSve side eﬀects for the other areas. Thus, policies should certainly
be mulSsectorial, which can be forged through the parScipaSon of mulSstakeholder groups,
but that alone is insuﬃcient. They need also to demonstrate a balance in addressing the full
set of societal issues during the actual implementaSon. This brings us to the following
secSon on assessing outcomes.
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5.5.2.2 Need to assess the progress (successes and failures) of strategic developmental
policies
One way to ensure that policies achieve the goals they set out to is to evaluate the results of
implemenSng these policies. Are they eﬀecSve, comprehensive, where can they be
improved and how? The applicaSon of a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) could
assist here. SEAs apply to plans, programs, and policies which are prepared for a wide
variety of sectors and that are likely to have an eﬀect on the environment (Ahmed, Mercier,
& Verheem, 2005).
5.5.2.3 Development of a land use strategy, plan and map
There is a map of Nam Can which shows the layout of the current usage of the territory (see
Figure 19 below). According to the local contacts, however, this map is not based on an
oﬃcial strategic plan of the local authoriSes. Hence, there is no fully developed land use
plan or strategy, which means that there is no long term vision, short term objecSves and
plan of measures for controlling land use in large parts of Nam Can District despite all the
current developments in Nam Can such as the inﬂux of immigrants, the ease of starSng up
shrimp farms and the unregulated culng of mangroves and other vegetaSon both inside
and outside the parks. The land use strategy, plan and map should be developed not only by
the local authoriSes responsible for issuing land but a cross sector of other stakeholder
enSSes who inﬂuence and are impacted by such a plan. There is a possibility that the local
authoriSes which would take the lead in such an exercise would need support in
implemenSng this parScipatory approach as well as in the eﬀecSve applicaSon and usage of
the resulSng products.

Figure 19. Layout of the current usage of the territory of Nam Can District

5.5.2.4 Development of a climate change adapta<on strategy
It is necessary to have adapSve responses and measures to miSgate climate change impacts.
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5.5.2.5 Sustainable economic development policies underpinned by research and tes<ng
In order to ensure that development is sustainable, alongside mulSsectorial, integraSve and
parScipaSve approaches, policies should also be built upon research and tesSng results.
Research, tesSng and evaluaSon tools such as environmental security assessments, cost
beneﬁt analyses, vulnerability assessments and environmental impacts assessments, are
strongly recommended.
5.5.3 Law
(See RecommendaSon and Conclusion secSon.)
5.5.3.1 Law revision and enforcement on forest protec<on
5.5.3.2 Regula<ons for intensive shrimp farming
5.5.3.3 Biodiversity protec<on law
5.5.3.4 Regula<ons for domes<c waste (water) management
5.5.4 Finance
(See RecommendaSon and Conclusion secSon.)
5.5.4.1 Polluter pays principle
5.5.4.2 Public‐Private Partnerships
5.5.4.3 Economic Diversiﬁca<on
5.5.4.4 Payment for ecosystem services
5.5.5 EducaCon
5.5.5.1 Capacity Building, Public Awareness and Formal Educa<on
To ensure environmental security and sustainable economic development strategies are
adopted and implemented in the Nam Can District, Social PreparaXon is vital. Social
preparaSon is a co‐management term which encompasses capacity building at all levels of
society including community and government; public awareness; and, environmental
educaSon (Pomeroy & Rivera‐Guieb, 2005). The main goal of social preparaSon is to
empower people, and along with other condiSons such as alternaSve behaviours, law
enforcement against environmental destrucSon and actual change in what the community
values, change unsustainable behaviours and altudes in the uSlizaSon of ecosystem
services and goods (DENR et al., 2001 as cited in (Pomeroy & Rivera‐Guieb, 2005)). Co‐
management is an alternaSve management approach to top‐down government strategies
(Pomeroy & Rivera‐Guieb, 2005). It is based on the links between ecosystem services and
goods and humans and acknowledges that the unsustainable use of the resources are
caused by socio‐economic and poliScal or insStuSonal factors (Pomeroy & Rivera‐Guieb,
2005).
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5.6 ExisCng projects
A list of exisSng programs and iniSaSves has been compiled (Table 3.) in order to learn what
the focus areas are for development assistance and which areas of experSse exist or are
being imparted in the region and the case study area as relate to environmental security.
Projects/
Category
iniSaSves/
OrganizaSons

ObjecSves/
brief
descripSon

Example of the Geographic Target
acSviSes they Target
Groups
carry out
Areas

Contact
Info/
website

Related
issues
needing
assistance in
study area

Bird life
ConservaSon Conserve bird
InternaSonal/
species and
Indochina
their habitats
through
ﬁnancial
support to
conservaSon
projects,
advocacy and
capacity
development

CoordinaSng
Indochina/
projects ,
Vietnam
monitoring the
trend of
globally
threatened
species,
advocacy

ConservaSon
organizaSons hVp://
Wetland
and local
birdlifeind birds are
communiSes ochina.org threatened
/

InternaSonal ConservaSon To inﬂuence,
Union for
encourage,
conservaSon
and assist
of nature
Vietnam’s
(IUCN)/
biodiversity
Vietnam
conservaSon
country
and equitable
program
sustainable
use of natural
resources for
improving its
people’s
quality of life

environmental Vietnam
awareness,
Mekong region
water dialogue,
development of
climate change
por‚olio

Government hVp://
and
www.iucn.
conservaSon org/
organizaSons

The Mekong ConservaSon PromoSng
Wetland
conservaSon
Biodiversity
of wetland
ConservaSon
ecosystems in
use Program
the Mekong
River basin

ImplementaSon The plain of Local people
of community reeds
and
based wetland
organizaSons
management
system,
carrying out
assessment on
the
environmental
status of the
wetlands of the
region,
formulaSon of
inventories and
wetland
management
plans

Save the
Mekong
CoaliSon

Awareness
LMB
raising,
advocacy, policy
dialogues and
campaigns

ConservaSon ConservaSon
of the
biodiversity
and habitats
of the Mekong
from the
impacts of
dam building

hVp://
www.mek
ongwetlan
ds.org/
Programm
e/
introducSo
n.htm

Local people hVp://
or civil
savetheme
society
kong.org/
news_deta
il.php?
nid=22&la
ngss=en

Mangroves/
birds/
biodiversity
loss: damage
assessments
& need for
climate
change
adaptaSon
strategy

Mangroves/
birds/
biodiversity
loss: damage
assessments

Lack of
natural
accreSon &
mangrove/
biodiversity
loss
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Projects/
Category
iniSaSves/
OrganizaSons

Example of the Geographic Target
acSviSes they Target
Groups
carry out
Areas

Contact
Info/
website

Related
issues
needing
assistance in
study area

Mekong River Developmen promote and
Commission t &
support
(MRC)
ConservaSon coordinated,
sustainable,
and pro‐poor
development;
enhance
eﬀecSve
regional
cooperaSon;
strengthen
basin‐wide
environmental
monitoring
and impact
assessment;

Research,
advocacy,
ﬁnancial
support,
informaSon
disseminaSon,
policy
dialogues,

hVp://
www.mrc
mekong.or
g/

Lack of
natural
accreSon due
to upstream
river
damming &
most other
issues in
Nam Can

Forestry
Project with
input from
Vietnamese
Government
and local
farmers

According to IES All Nam Can Farmer
local contacts, District
acSviSes will be
carried out
directly with
the farmers but
it is diﬃcult to
know the
speciﬁc
acSviSes
without
meeSng
directly with
the project
managers.

Departme EducaSon &
nt of
Land use
Agriculture planning
and Rural
Developm
ent, Nam
Can
District

According to IES All Nam Can Farmer
local contacts, District
acSviSes will be
carried out
directly with
the farmers but
it is diﬃcult to
know the
speciﬁc
acSviSes
without
meeSng
directly with
the project
managers.

Departme
nt of
Agriculture
and Rural
Developm
ent, Nam
Can
District

Forestry

ObjecSves/
brief
descripSon

Building
capacity,
technology
transfer and
increasing
awareness,
increasing
forest area.
DuraSon
2005‐2020

Aquaculture
Project with
input from
Vietnamese
Government
and local
farmers

Aquaculture Economic
development,
poverty
reducSon and
producSvity
increase.
DuraSon
2009‐2015

Vietnam,

Regional
governments
Business and
NGOs

Unknown as
project
details are
unknown.
To achieve
objecSves,
however,
there should
be scienSﬁc
research &
monitoring
of shrimp
farm
sustainability,
alternaSves
to shrimp
farm &
polluSon
prevenSon
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Projects/
Category
iniSaSves/
OrganizaSons

The
RESCOPAR
project.
Rebuilding
resilience of
coastal
populaSons
and aquaSc
resources:
habitats,
biodiversity
and
sustainable
use opSons

ObjecSves/
brief
descripSon

Aquaculture to develop
mulS‐
disciplinary
methodologie
s and
approaches
that can help
with
understanding
the issues (see
acSviSes)

Example of the Geographic Target
acSviSes they Target
Groups
carry out
Areas

Contact
Info/
website

Related
issues
needing
assistance in
study area

focus on (1)
interacSons
between
shrimp culture,
coastal ﬁsh and
crustacean
communiSes
and ﬁsheries;
(2) the
management of
decisions
aﬀecSng
disease
incidence in
shrimp culture
with a focus on
WSSD virus; (3)
decision‐
making by local
actors trying to
sustain their
ﬁsh‐based
livelihoods; (4)
governance
processes ‐ i.e.
regulatory and
commercial
processes ‐
impacSng upon
local livelihoods
and ecosystem
management at
various socio‐
poliScal and
spaSal levels

(www.aﬁ.
wur.nl/UK/
Research/
RESCOPAR
/).

Shrimp
farming
research and
development

The Greater Developmen Encouraging development of
Mekong Sub t
infrastructural North–South,
region (GMS)
development East–West, and
along the
Southern
Mekong
Economic
countries
Corridors which
are road
networks
linking many of
these six GMS
members,
community
forestry, and
power
generaSon

southern
Mekong
Delta in Ca
Mau and
Bac Lieu
provinces
(Vietnam)

Unspeciﬁed

Central
Vietnam
and the
delta

Government, hVp://
business
www.adb.
groups
org/GMS/
default.asp

Wageninge
n
University

Lack of
natural
accreSon due
to upstream
river
damming &
ReforestaSon
,
infrastructur
e
development
&
immigraSon
ﬂows
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Projects/
Category
iniSaSves/
OrganizaSons

ObjecSves/
brief
descripSon

Example of the Geographic Target
acSviSes they Target
Groups
carry out
Areas

Contact
Info/
website

Related
issues
needing
assistance in
study area

The
Developmen Support to
Netherlands t
realize
development
increased
organizaSon
producSon,
(SNV)
employment
Vietnam
and equitable
country
income
program
opportuniSes
improved
access,
coverage and
quality of
basic services

Ongoing
Vietnam
projects on
Water,
sanitaSon and
hygiene,
renewable
energy,
smallholder
cash crops,
forest products
and pro‐poor
sustainable
tourism

Rural people hVp://
mainly and
www.snvw
urban poor
orld.org/
en/Pages/
default.asp
x

Need for
viable
alternaSves
to shrimp
farms
(renewable
energy,
tourism,
forest
products),
poverty
reducSon,
improved
health
condiSons,
reducSon in
environment
al polluSon
(water).

USAID/
Vietnam
country
program

Assists to
Vietnam
establish
transparent
jusSce,
prevenSon of
HIV/ AIDS
capacity
development in
open market
economy

Government,
local
organizaSon,
poor people

hVp://
www.usaid
.gov/
locaSons/
asia/
countries/
vietnam/

Improvement
in
informaSon
management
‐good
governance;
reducSon in
poverty

HIV/AIDS
Vietnam
prevenSon
support,
poverty
reducSon
program
support,
natural disaster
risk
management,
water and
sanitaSon
projects in
ciSes

Government hVp://
and local
web.world
organizaSons bank.org/
WBSITE/
EXTERNAL
/
COUNTRIE
S/
EASTASIAP
ACIFICEXT/
VIETNAME
XTN/
0,,menuPK
:
387571~p
agePK:
141159~pi
PK:
141110~th
eSitePK:
387565,00
.html

Improvement
in
informaSon
management
‐good
governance;
reducSon in
poverty;
need for
climate
change
adaptaSon
strategy &
improved
health
condiSons

Developmen Support
t & Finance Vietnamese
government
poverty
reducSon plan
and assist to
achieve the
millennium
development
goals

World Bank / Developmen SupporSng
Vietnam
t & Finance development
country
and poverty
program
reducSon
programs
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Projects/
Category
iniSaSves/
OrganizaSons

ObjecSves/
brief
descripSon

Example of the Geographic Target
acSviSes they Target
Groups
carry out
Areas

Asian
Developmen Enhancing and
Development t & Finance supporSng
Bank/
economic
Vietnam
development
country
in Asia and
program
the Paciﬁc

Technical and
ﬁnancial
assistances to
power
generaSon
projects,
irrigaSon
projects and
transport and
energy
infrastructure

AusAID/
Vietnam
country
program

Developmen Support
t & Finance economic
development
to achieve the
millennium
development
goals and
health

The Japan
Developmen Urban
InternaSonal t & Finance drainage,
CooperaSon
focus on
Agency (JICA)
sewer
systems,
disaster
management
in Central
Vietnam and
miSgaSng sea
level rise
issues in the
delta

Vietnam

Contact
Info/
website

Related
issues
needing
assistance in
study area

Government hVp://
and business www.adb.
sector
org/
VietNam/
main.asp

TransportaSo
n
infrastructur
e; irrigaSon
projects to
alleviate ASS;
& improve
soils for
agriculture

Support to
Vietnam
improving
access to
market,
strengthen
access to water
and sanitaSon
services

Government hVp://
and local
www.ausai
organizaSons d.gov.au/
country/
country.cf
m?
CountryID
=33&Regio
n=EastAsia

Shrimp farm
sustainability,
alternaSves
to shrimp
farm & Need
to ensure
clean
drinking
water even in
droughts/dry
season

Preparing a
Vietnam
climate change
adaptaSon
programme in
the Mekong
delta for the
provinces Ca
Mau, Ben Tre
and Can Tho,
with a total
budget of
about 200 mln
USD. projects
on the ﬁeld of
Water Supply &
SanitaSon and
on IWRM.

Government hVp://
and local
www.jica.g
organizaSons o.jp/
english/

Need for
climate
change
adaptaSon
strategy/plan
(policies/
implementaS
on) &
ReducSon in
soil/water
polluSon via
programme
for
household
waste/
sewers
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Projects/
Category
iniSaSves/
OrganizaSons

ObjecSves/
brief
descripSon

Example of the Geographic Target
acSviSes they Target
Groups
carry out
Areas

Contact
Info/
website

The GEF small Finance
grant
program
(SGP)

SupporSng
the
development
of
biodiversity
conservaSon,
climate
change
adaptaSon,
protecSon of
internaSonal
waters,
prevenSon of
land
degradaSon
through
ﬁnancial and
technical
support to
local NGOs
and CBOs

Giving grants to Vietnam
CBOs and NGOs
Technical
supports

hVp://
Start up of
sgp.undp.o Payments for
rg/
Ecosystem
Services with
grants; assist
government
with capacity
building for
law
enforcement
/
environment
monitoring &
soil erosion,
ASSoil
eﬀects;
reforestaSon
with salinity
suitable
vegetaSon/
mangroves.

University
EducaSon
Network for
Wetland
Research and
Trainings in
the Mekong
Region

provision of
academic and
pracScal
training in
wetland and
ecology
conservaSon
and to
strengthen
the capacity
of member
universiSes in
selng up
comprehensiv
e programmes
in wetland
ecology and
conservaSon

Greater
Mekong Sub
region
TerSary
EducaSon
ConsorSum

mobilized
academic and
other
resources to
assist with the
development
of Mekong

EducaSon

Community
based
organizaSon
and NGOs

Greater
Mekong Sub
Region

Related
issues
needing
assistance in
study area

Mahidol
University,
The
University
Network
for
Wetland
Research
and
Trainings
in the
Mekong
Region,
hVp://
www.en.m
ahidol.ac.t
h/
wetland/
index.html

Assist with
ScienSﬁc
research on:
wetland
ecology
conservaSon;
programs on
environment
al awareness;
training in
monitoring
water quality
etc.

Greater
Mekong
Sub Region
TerSary
EducaSon
ConsorSu
m, hVp://
www.gmst
ec.org/

Perhaps can
assist with
mobilizing
resources for
training,
awareness &
government
capacity
building
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Projects/
Category
iniSaSves/
OrganizaSons

ObjecSves/
brief
descripSon

Example of the Geographic Target
acSviSes they Target
Groups
carry out
Areas

Contact
Info/
website

Related
issues
needing
assistance in
study area

The Mekong EducaSon
River
EducaSon for
Sustainability
Project

developing
student
project,
linking
projects
together in
internaSonal
students
conferences
technology
transfer,
empowermen
t

Mekong
River

E‐O‐N,
PromoSng
Mekong
awareness
River :
EducaSon
for
Sustainabil
ity Project,
hVp://
www.e‐o‐
n.org/
Projects_In
ternaSonal
/
mekongefs
proj.htm

Mekong
EducaSon
River
Commission,

Supports an
Integrated
Capacity‐
Building
Programme
which backs
the NaSonal
Mekong
CommiVees in
each country
for improved
systems of
administraSon
, management
and
communicaSo
ns through
regional
training
involving
educaSonal
insStuSons in
the region.

All countries
in Mekong
Region

The
Mekong
River
Commissio
n,
Integrated
Capacity
Building
Programm
e, hVp://
www.mrc
mekong.or
g/
programm
es/
capacity_b
uilding.ht
m

What they
oﬀer is
important at
all levels of
government
in order to
achieve
beVer
informaSon
management
, sharing & to
appreciate
more the
importance
&
implementaS
on of a
mulSsectoria
l approach

Table 3. ExisCng programs and iniCaCves in the region and the case study area as relate to environmental security

5.7 ExisCng Gaps
For each program or iniSaSve of the previous secSon, a preliminary assessment was carried
out on its usefulness and applicability to address the issues and the alternaSves idenSﬁed as
being important to alleviaSng these issues in the study area. Not all the alternaSves,
however, are addressed by the list of iniSaSves developed or is it always possible to ﬁnd out
how and if the iniSaSves could be extended to or engaged in the study area. These gaps in
alleviaSng the issues are listed in this secSon and perhaps require special aVenSon from
both Vietnamese and internaSonal actors with interest in alleviaSng the environmental
security issues in the study area.
Science:
Research on the various aspects of shrimp farming is not covered by the idenSﬁed iniSaSves
nor is the training and use of GIS and remote sensing technology.
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Policy:
The AlternaSve secSon suggests various policies which need development, but who will
assist the local authoriSes to development them – ensuring that they are based on a
mulSsectorial approach and evaluate the eﬀecSveness of the exisSng policies.
Law:
There is a need for new laws, revision and adaptaSon of exisSng ones and these are not
covered by the iniSaSves.
Finance:
The need exists to invesSgate the 4 suggesSons and make feasibility/pilot studies to test
their applicability and success in the study area. Models and experts from other regions can
be used.
EducaSon:
The idenSﬁed alternaSves are mostly covered by exisSng iniSaSves but there is sSll a gap for
programs which target capacity building for the government authoriSes according to the
aspects stated in the AlternaSve secSon of the report. USAID, WB, GEF and the Greater
Mekong Sub Region TerSary EducaSon ConsorSum seem to support some aspects of
governmental capacity building.
6 RecommendaCons and Conclusions
The mulS‐stakeholder dialogues in the Nam Can workshop created the pla‚orm in which
meaningful conversaSons could take place among diverse stakeholder groups. A key noSon
is that these dialogues can inform and help shape more formal negoSaSon and decision‐
making processes, by bringing in a wider range of perspecSves on needs, impacts and
opSons, and having them openly deliberated.
The group model (Figure 16.) developed during the workshop has been used to develop
policy recommendaSons. This was based on the inputs from parScipants during part II of the
Nam Can workshop. The policy recommendaSons are linked to speciﬁc factors in the group
model (Figure 20). As such, this ﬁgure combines a joint problem deﬁniSon with a
parScipatory assessment of possible soluSons, by means of targeted policy
recommendaSons. In this secSon we categorise these recommendaSons from the
perspecSve of the 5 disciplines of the IES’s integrated approach: science, policy, law, ﬁnance
and educaSon.
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Figure 20. Policy recommendaCons linked to Group Model on Environmental Security Assessment of the Nam Can
District. Diagram developed by P. Huntjens (Water Partner FoundaCon) based on inputs from the mulC‐stakeholder
dialogue and workshop.
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Law
enforcement

Environmental Impacts
Assessments on
shrimp farming

Socio-economic
development plan,
including trajectories
for creating jobs in ecotourism, education and
forest management

Environmental
awareness campaigns
in schools and villages

Regulations for intensive
shrimp farming

Training for farmers on
efficient use of pesticides
and fertilizers

Research on
causes of shrimp
losses

Payment for
ecosystem
services

Polluter-pays principle

Wastewater
Regulations for

Spatial master planning
based on a participatory
planning process

Involvement of
user associations
and civil society

Open, shared
information
sources

Climate change
adaptation, based on
downscaled CC
scenarios

Risk
assessments

Vulnerability
assessments

Research on
mitigation measures

Fine-tuning bottom-up approaches
with centralized control
Cooperation beween sectorial governments and
integration of sectorial policies (including water,
agriculture, forestry, fisheries, environment, economy,
rural development, tourism, navigation, and health.

Ecological shrimp farming

6.1

Science

6.1.1 Shrimp Farming Research and Development
It is recommended that shrimp farming research and development be considered for the
Nam Can District. Such research could target two areas: the sustainability of industrial
shrimp farming and alternaSve methods to industrial shrimp farming. Clearly economic
development and poverty reducSon in the Mekong Delta is very important but when the
means of development destroys the environment, puts human health at risk and in the long
run fails, thus worsening the poverty situaSon, the mode of economic progress and
sustainability is called into quesSon. Such outcomes are good neither for a government or its
people. Can industrial shrimp farming be sustainable, if not there are currently other more
sustainable methods of shrimp farming some of which are already being uSlised in the Nam
Can District and elsewhere such as ecological shrimp farming; four types of mangrove
friendly aquaculture (3 ha mangrove reforestaSon and extensive shrimp farming; 60% forest
& 40% shrimp; forest‐shrimp‐crab combine‐culture; and, the Gei Wai System); and, closed‐
system shrimp farming. These could be further invesSgated for their sustainability impact if
uSlised at a wider scale and also in combinaSon with each other and other forms of land
uses such as agriculture and natural habitats. In the list of exisSng iniSaSves there are a few
programs which may focus on such types of research for instance the RESCOPAR project
(www.aﬁ.wur.nl/UK/Research/RESCOPAR/) invesSgates the development, transmission and
spread of the White Spot Syndrome Virus (WSSV) in cultured shrimp in the Mekong Delta. It
is recommended to team up with such relevant organisaSons to beneﬁt from their wealth of
knowledge and experience in the region.
6.1.2 Research on AlternaCves to Shrimp Farming
In addiSon to researching the current mode of economic development in Nam Can District,
alternaSves to shrimp farming on a whole should be invesSgated as well. The diversiﬁcaSon
of the economy has advantages over a “one crop economy”. The supply and demand for
shrimp are not guaranteed and the vulnerability of Nam Can to climate change eﬀects is
high.
Thus, diversifying would spread the risk of economic failure, provide new
opportuniSes for employment and also allow for the existence of natural habitats. For Nam
Can a few alternaSves such as ecotourism and renewable energy are suggested (see
Economic DiversiﬁcaSon of the Finance secSon for more on these 2 alternaSves).
6.1.3 GIS, remote sensing and monitoring
There is a need for GIS and remote sensing (RS) analyses and maps of the area as GIS and RS
are essenSal tools for decision support. Now the Forestry Department only uses Google
Earth as its key source of informaSon regarding forest coverage and change detecSon but
the number of years of imagery available via this source is very limited (11/2009 and
9/2010). As part of its ESPA program, the IES has had Landsat images from 1979, 1989,
2000, 2003 and MODIS of 2010 acquired and pre‐processed for visual interpretaSon on its
interacSve webGIS, Vision. The raw and preprocessed images can also be obtained by the
Forest Department or other organisaSons that would use them for non‐proﬁt applicaSons to
beneﬁt the environmental security needs of the Nam Can District, Mekong Delta.
Furthermore, environmental monitoring is very important in order to know and avoid
exploiSng ecosystems beyond their ecological thresholds/Spping points, to idenSfy their
source of threats and how to sustain them in a healthy state and in order to meet the
economical objecSves. There are two types of monitoring which can be carried out here:
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monitoring with remote sensing technology and monitoring via ﬁeld measurements which in
turn is used to verify and validate the RS ﬁndings. It is recommended that both types of
monitoring be carried out on the following:
‐

Climate change impacts/Natural disasters: predicSon, monitoring and response. For
instance, monitoring of sea level rise around the Nam Can District and surrounding
Ca Mau Province be made conSnuous with informaSon transmiVed to all relevant
authoriSes.
‐ Biodiversity inventories, distribuSon and loss: Monitoring the change/loss of
mangroves and other habitats of high conservaSon value through the JAXA
Kyoto&Carbon IniSaSve.
‐ Greenhouse gas emissions from mangrove clearance
‐ The proliferaSon of upstream dams, current focus of economic strategy
implementaSon and the lack of eﬀecSveness of law enforcement in Nam Can lead to
much polluSon of the soil and water resources. Increasing salinity, ASS, imbalances in
sea nutrient content and polluSon from homes, various types of businesses and
industries (including industrial shrimp farms) create a posiSve feedback loop thus
leading to further deterioraSon of these resources and make achievement of the
economic goals more challenging. Soil and water quality/quanSty should be
monitored amer assessing which areas and rivers/canals are most impacted.
‐ The images menSoned above can be used further in and it is recommended that a
land use/land cover change detecSon especially for the Nam Can District be carried
out to learn about the changes which have taken place from the start of major
mangrove clearings to present. Periodic land use/land cover change monitoring can
be carried out as well to determine if, for instance, industries (including industrial
shrimp farms) are respecSng the laws to ensure sustainability.
The Vietnamese authoriSes and research organisaSons have much to gain by establishing
partnerships with other research organisaSons, both regional and internaSonal, already
experienced in these topics and with the region.
6.2

Policy

6.2.1 MulCsectorial, parCcipatory, research based policy making, implementaCon and
evaluaCon approach to sustainable development
RealisScally, before a list of issues to be incorporated into new policies can be suggested, a
more foundaSonal approach to how policies are formulated and implemented in the Nam
Can District must be addressed. As recognised as one of the main roots of the ongoing issues
and for which alternaSves have been idenSﬁed, policies should be made taking into account
all sectors which have an impact on or are impacted by the implementaSon of the policies.
Needless to say, to ensure they are kept mulSdisciplinary, stakeholders from these various
sectors should be acSvely involved from the start of policy making. ParScipaSve planning
processes and stakeholder collaboraSon are important to build trust, develop a common
view on the issues at stake, resolve conﬂicts and arrive at joint soluSons that are technically
sound and actually implemented in pracSce (Huntjens, 2010). This approach would help all
stakeholders achieve beVer results than they would otherwise. ParScipaSve planning
processes are required whenever: 1) diﬀerent stakeholders depend on each other to reach
their goals; 2) there is no agreement on the problems at stake; 3) the issues are important
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enough for the stakeholders to invest the necessary Sme (and therefore money) (Huntjens,
2010).
In this study area, it is important to involve (non‐governmental) stakeholders and the
general public in decision‐making, although this may take a lot of Sme iniSally, it will support
cooperaSon and enlarge the acceptance of proposed measures. This implies that
stakeholders should be able to make modiﬁcaSons to plans (Huntjens, 2010). Moreover,
local governments can gain access to valuable local knowledge through involvement of
NGOs. The mulS‐stakeholder workshop organised for this project demonstrates this and
provides an example of a method used in parScipaSve planning.
ImplemenSng policy is also very crucial and if it is not comprehensive, thus focusing on the
wide array of mulSsectorial objecSves policies claim to uphold as necessary for success, it
will undermine all the eﬀorts invested in developing mulSsectorial policies and the socio‐
economic and environmental progress they set out to achieve.
Policies can also be strengthened by incorporaSng ﬁndings from applied scienSﬁc research.
Once established the mulSsectorial policies should be evaluated intermiVently during
implementaSon for their sustainability impacts. UNDP in Vietnam is already involved in
projects aimed at improving these areas of policy making. For instance, in general, “in line
with the Millennium DeclaraSon, UNDP’s support in the area of democraSc governance is
geared towards advancing the basic concepts of accountability, transparency and people’s
parScipaSon”21; regarding policy evaluaSon: “Policy Analysis for the Development of Land
Policies for Socio‐Economic Development22”; and, regarding research based policy making:
“Support for EﬀecSve Policy Making through the Development of ScienSﬁc Evidence Based
Research”23. Some of these projects are at the naSonal level and others for speciﬁc regions
within Vietnam but Nam Can has not yet been a target area nor have the beneﬁts trickled
down to the District level. Nam Can District can take a proacSve role in increasing its
capacity by learning from these projects executed elsewhere, by applying to parScipate in
such relevant projects or perhaps by applying to the UN to obtain the resources necessary to
make such policy related projects possible.

21

UNDP. (2006). Democratic Governance. Retrieved 22 October, 2010, from the World Wide Web: http://
www.undp.org.vn/what-we-do/focus-areas/democratic-governance/?&languageId=1
22

UNDP. (2009-2010). Policy Analysis for the Development of Land Policies for Socio-Economic
Development. The objective of this project is to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the socio-economic
impact of land policy on rural development and recommend new policies aimed at achieving the Government’s
goal of promoting sustainable economic development in rural areas. The project will strengthen the
Government’s policy analysis capacity by engaging officials from a number of agencies together with
Vietnamese and international experts.: UNDP, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD),
Institute of Policy and Strategy for Agriculture and Rural Development (IPSARD).
23

UNDP. (2008-2011). Support for Effective Policy Making through the Development of Scientific Evidence
Based Research. Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences (VASS) conducts fundamental research into socioeconomic, cultural and human development in Viet Nam at the request of the Government. Through applied
research projects within its 29 institutes, VASS provides the academic foundations for Government plans,
strategies and policies. As Viet Nam becomes increasingly integrated into the world economy and an
increasingly active member of the international community, the issues faced by policy makers are more complex
and fast changing. By improving research processes and production within VASS, policy makers can be fully
equipped with the knowledge, research and analysis they need to address these challenging policy issues.:
UNDP, VASS.
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This mulSsectorial, parScipatory, research based policy making and implementaSon
approach should be applied to a few of the most important and insuﬃciently addressed
issues as follows.
6.2.1.1 Development of a land use strategy, plan and map
One of the major policy problems in Nam Can District is the absence of a sustainable land
use plan, leading to uncontrolled land use changes. This is related to the fact there is very
limited integraSon of sectorial policies, leading to jurisdicSonal, communicaSve and
coordinaSon problems between responsible authoriSes. Hence, it is strongly recommended
to develop a sustainable land use strategy and plan, which speciﬁes funcSonal and mulS‐
funcSonal land use units to be used for shrimp farming, ﬁsheries, forest exploitaSon,
protected forests and other livelihoods. Land use planning should be based upon integraSve
policy approaches, using cost beneﬁt analyses, vulnerability assessments and environmental
impact assessments. It is recommended that the land use strategy and plan be an integrated
or coupled element of a climate change adaptaSon strategy.
Land use and thus land‐use change can have a strong impact on the water balance (e.g.
runoﬀ, evaporaSon rates and inﬁltraSon in a given area) and the economic value at risk (e.g.
through increased urbanisaSon) in the case of ﬂoods.
A land use plan might also be used to control or miSgate the relaSvely high rate of
immigraSon from neighbouring regions. In neighbouring areas Nam Can District has a
persistent reputaSon of having enough space to live, cheap living condiSons, and good
condiSons for shrimp farming. Since most immigrants choose shrimp farming as their main
source of income it is an addiSonal pressure on the environment, since this usually requires
deforestaSon to get the necessary land and mud bed removal which increases acid soil
contaminaSon of the surrounding waters.
6.2.1.2 Development of a climate change adapta<on strategy
Internally, policy coherence is key. The “Master Plan on Socio‐economic Development of Ca
Mau Province to 2010” (MPCM) needs to be amended to respond to the new challenges
faced by the province. This can only be realised, however, in line with the naSonal and
regional socio‐economic development strategies 24.
Due care should be given to the potenSal impacts of climate change on the region.
Currently, the MPCM does not refer to climate change. This is especially problemaSc as the
plan is running unSl 2020, the period during which experts warn that extreme climate
events are likely to become more frequent. This will have an impact on people’s security but
also on the economy and development policies. AdaptaSon measures to climate change
need to be taken today to reap beneﬁts later. For instance, because rising sea levels will
sSmulate land wards migraSon of mangrove forests, care should be taken to site roads and
water control infrastructure to permit their retreat.
The impacts of climate change should be included in the planning processes and macro‐
economic projecSons and insStuSonal arrangements of similar policy issues should be
24

The master plan on socio-economic development of Ca Mau province till 2020 must be in line with
the national strategy on socio-economic development and the master plan on socio-economic
development of Mekong river delta: Decision No. 163/2008/QD-TTg of 11 December 2008 approving
the master plan on socio-economic development of Ca Mau Province till 2020, Art.1, I, 1;
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adjusted to each other. In general terms there is a need to incorporate climate change
adaptaSon:
o in general economic and social development;
o in agricultural research, policy and development (especially in Vietnam with a high
agricultural GNP);
o in water resources research, policy and development (especially in areas vulnerable
to salt water intrusion, ﬂooding, and drought)
o in spaSal planning (especially when there is much compeSSon for land, e.g. between
protected forest areas and areas for shrimp farming)
6.2.1.3 Policies to support other poten<ally more sustainable forms of aquaculture
As stated in the Shrimp Farming Research and Development secSon of the
RecommendaSons, there are currently other more sustainable methods of shrimp farming
than intensive methods, some of which are already being uSlised in the Nam Can District
and elsewhere such as ecological shrimp farming; four types of mangrove friendly
aquaculture; and, closed‐system shrimp farming. Once these are further invesSgated for
their sustainability impact and performance, if uSlised at a wider scale and also in
combinaSon with each other and other forms of land uses such as agriculture and natural
habitats, policies will be needed to promote the most sustainable and applicable ones. In
the meanSme, in the absence of such research results and investments (especially in the
case of ecological shrimp farming) it is strongly recommended to strengthen the current
policy for Nam Can, of the relaSvely sustainable, tradiSonal and currently used mangrove‐
friendly aquaculture.
It is recommended that the choice of shrimp farming methods would meet the
requirements of and that the shrimp exports be cerSﬁed by the Marine Stewardship Council
(MSC).
Forest Cover and ReforestaCon
As described in the Conﬂict Analysis secSon, local communiSes of Nam Can rely on
mangrove forest existence as habitat for hunted animals but also for construcSon and fuel
wood and to clear for use as farms. The poor are also condoned for culng the forests.
There should be reforestaSon of mangroves and other vegetaSon types which serve the
purposes of providing for the basic needs of the locals, prevenSng further wide scale
destrucSon of the mangroves which act as buﬀer to climate change impacts and to maintain
biodiversity.
In the short term, one important feature of the MPCM concerns the forest cover and
scaVered tree canopy. The Master Plan refers to an increase in forest cover but it is unclear
where exactly it will take place and what type of species will be planted. Furthermore, no
reference is made to the services provided by Ca Mau’s coastal ecosystem. The buﬀering
capacity of mangroves, its impacts on biodiversity and climate need to be recognised and
integrated into the MPCM.
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AddiSonally, the redeployment of forests also presents interesSng opportuniSes for
improving biodiversity. Beyond its intrinsic value, a healthy natural capital also oﬀers
possibiliSes for the development of an ecotourism industry with high added value. This will
favour the shim from an agriculture‐based economy to a modern service‐based economy,
which is one of the objecSves of the MPCM.
Upstream Dams, DiplomaCc Eﬀorts
Some of the answers are to be found at the internaSonal level. The Mekong River
Commission (MRC) should be the ﬁrst arena of negoSaSon since the Mekong River Basin is a
shared ecoregion that needs a common approach. Upstream countries are singularly
advantaged, however, compared to their downstream neighbours, pulng Vietnam in the
least enviable posiSon. The fact that China is not a full member of the MRC adds to the
diﬃculSes. DiplomaSc eﬀorts need to be pursued to maintain the dialogue with the other
riparian countries, increase cooperaSon and prevent decisions that could directly or
indirectly aﬀect Vietnam’s ferSle Mekong Delta. This is also important in view of the region’s
stability.
6.3

Law

6.3.1 LegislaCon against environmental destrucCon in Nam Can District: revision and
enforcement
As Vietnam is a Party to many MulSlateral Environmental Agreements including the
ConvenSon on Biological Diversity (CBD), the Climate Change ConvenSon (UNFCCC), the
Ramsar ConvenSon on wetlands, e.a., it has an internaSonal legal obligaSon to protect and
sustainably manage sites such as the Mui Ca Mau NaSonal Park in the Nam Can District. It is
recommended to check whether naSonal and local legislaSon provide for eﬀecSve
translaSon in a legal sense of this internaSonal obligaSon and, if this is not the case,
whether assistance and advice from the secretariats of the relevant MEAs and/or the IUCN
Environmental Law Centre is desirable.
This assessment reveals the need to revise and enforce exisSng laws against environmental
destrucSon such as deforestaSon, biodiversity loss, and domesSc and industrial soil and
water polluSon. Some laws already exist on these issues (See Legal Order and Loss of
Mangroves subsecSons). This brings into quesSon, for instance, the value placed on the
ecosystems and their perceived importance to socio‐economic development. This
importance should be integrated into the local laws and their applicaSon to the current
context considered. For instance, industrialising shrimp farming will contribute greatly to soil
and water polluSon but could the current laws regulate this.
Regarding the lack of enforcement, stakeholders and law enforcers menSoned the non‐
custodial reform penalty or imprisonment from six months to 15 years, and ﬁne of ﬁve
million to 100 million VND for illegal mangrove culng. It is very rare that people are ﬁned or
prosecuted for illegal culng, since most oﬀenders are poor and law enforcers are reluctant
to punish poor people. Since this is the only pracScal instrument available to current law
enforcement in Nam Can the prevenSon of illegal culng is quite ineﬀecSve.
Poverty alleviaSon is generally menSoned as key to dealing with this problem, although
stakeholders do not menSon any speciﬁc measures or policies for achieving this poverty
alleviaSon, apart from the Ca Mau socio‐economic development plan (MPCM). Simply
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enforcing the law and ﬁning or jailing poor locals is also not the soluSon. For more
successful results alternaSves must ﬁrst be put in place to assist the poor before they can be
penalised for their acSons. It has already been stated in the Policy secSon that there is need
for clearer policy on reforestaSon. The poor can be involved with reforestaSon eﬀorts in
return for basic provisions. Another possible alternaSve to dealing with illegal culng is
through payment for ecosystem services (see Finance of this secSon). The importance of
law enforcers and park managers should also be recognised and remunerated according to
the work they do. Once alternaSves are in place and locals have access to them, the law on
mangrove forest protecSon could be more objecSvely enforced.
6.4

Finance

6.4.1 Polluter pays principle
Following the Rio DeclaraSon on Environment and Development (1992) Vietnam is
encouraged to implement the polluter pays principle (principle 16), which is enacted to
make the party responsible for producing polluSon, responsible for paying the damage done
to the natural environment. The project "Vietnam Capacity 21", funded by the UNDP,
supported Vietnam to eﬀecSvely iniSate the consideraSon and integraSon of environmental
protecSon (including the polluter‐pays principle) into investment planning and decision‐
making. More work is needed however. ImplementaSon of the polluter‐pays principle in
Nam Can district would mean that parSes producing waste, wastewater and other types of
polluSon would have to pay tax (for example by means of ecotax) in proporSon to the
amount of polluSon. The polluter‐pays principle is normally implemented through two
diﬀerent policy approaches: command‐and‐control and market‐based. Command‐and‐
control approaches include performance and technology standards. Market‐based
instruments include polluXon taxes, tradable polluXon permits and product labelling (Bugge,
1996). A combinaSon of both approaches is recommended for Nam Can District in order to
protect mangrove forests from increasing polluSon.
6.4.2 Public‐Private Partnerships
One of the main challenges of water governance is ﬁnding ways to ﬁnance climate change
adaptaSon plans, operaSons, infrastructure and projects. In the last few decennia, new
forms of ﬁnance scheme and structures have become available and are now commonly used
(Bossert et al., 2006). These modern forms, ﬁnance schedules and structures are o6en
known as public‐private partnerships (or PPP’s). Within the context of climate change
adaptaSon, PPP’s might enable the public sector to spread the cost of the investment over
the lifeXme, in contrast to tradiXonal ﬁnancing where the public sector is required to provide
capital, while the beneﬁts will come much later and are mostly uncertain.
6.4.3 Economic DiversiﬁcaCon
In the near future one of the major threats to environmental security will be a transiSon to
industrial shrimp farming, according to the new economic strategy. Most of the villages have
concrete and ambiSous plans to increase producSon of shrimps by using intensive methods.
The area itself already provides economic alternaSves which have been under‐explored so
far, such as ecotourism and ecological shrimp farming (both in Biosphere Reserve Park 184).
In this Biosphere Reserve Park, ecotourism was operaSng from 2002 to 2007, but due to
certain management decisions they decided to stop invesSng in the tourism business. Since
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proﬁts from ecotourism only appear amer 5‐10 years, the management board was not
willing to invest anymore because for instance, the board is replaced every 5 years. For
successful ecotourism, the Bioreserve would need to invest (again) in the improvement of
infrastructure (e.g. pathways and an informaSon centre), water transportaSon for tourists
who would like to visit the area, addiSonal services (e.g. restaurants and entertainment),
and markeSng in tourist hubs like Ca Mau and Ho Chi Minh City (e.g. on airports). Based on
the unique ecosystems and wealth of biodiversity in Nam Can District ecotourism might
provide a viable way of economic development and job opportuniSes in service deliveries
(e.g. tour guides, accommodaSon and transportaSon services, restaurants and
entertainment).
Regarding ecological shrimp farming, the regulaSons for ecological shrimp farming have
already been established and they ensure high quality and sustainably produced shrimps
which are increasingly demanded by the internaSonal market. However, it requires at least
more investments in business development, including market and feasibility studies,
business showcases or small scale pilot projects for sustainable farming systems, consorSum
building (in parScular SMEs and NGOs) and a markeSng strategy to make it a viable industry.
Nam Can District might also explore opportuniSes for enSrely new economic acSviSes in the
ﬁeld of renewable energy, for example solar energy, wind resources, stand‐alone
desalinaSon units, with or without coupling to food and salt producSon, including a
community based (and decentralised) method to adapt to and miSgate climate change.
6.4.4 Payment for ecosystem services
ProtecSon and restoraSon of mangrove ecosystems are vital for local and regional
adaptaSon against inevitable climate change (e.g. sea level rise), but also a form of
miSgaSon of climate change as mangroves are sinks, sequestering CO2 from the
atmosphere. These acSviSes thus qualify for compensaSon from the REDD+ mechanism
under the UNFCCC. It is recommended that opSons for Payments for Ecosystem Services
(PES) contracts with the local/provincial/biosphere authoriSes are explored, in consultaSon
with the UN REDD programme, on the basis of the UN’s earlier advice on climate change –
including the gender dimension! – to the government of Vietnam in preparaSon for the
UNFCCC COP15 in Copenhagen.
Evidence 25 suggests that working with nature’s capacity to absorb or control impacts in
urban and rural areas can be a more eﬃcient way of adapXng than simply focusing on
physical infrastructure. Green Infrastructure26 can play a crucial role in adaptaXon by
providing essenXal resources for social and economic purposes under extreme climaXc
condiXons. Examples include improving the soil’s carbon and water storage capacity, and
conserving water in natural systems to alleviate the eﬀect of droughts and to prevent ﬂoods,
soil erosion and deserXﬁcaXon. Hence, it is important to explore the potenSal for policies

25

See Impact Assessment, the Green Infrastructure Approach, chapter 4.1, page 29.

26

Green Infrastructure is the interconnected network of natural areas including some agricultural land,
such as greenways, wetlands, parks, forest preserves and naSve plant communiSes, and marine areas
that naturally regulate storm ﬂows, temperatures, ﬂooding risk, and water, air and ecosystem quality.
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and measures to boost ecosystem storage capacity for water in the Mekong Delta and more
in general the potenSal for payment of ecosystem services in the Mekong delta.
6.5

EducaCon

6.5.1 Capacity Building, Public Awareness and Formal EducaCon
It is recommended that the government of Nam Can District takes on a co‐management
approach, to governing the resources in its jurisdicSon, which will uSlise Social PreparaSon
to facilitate the empowerment of the locals and the government itself to make it a success.
While further needs assessment should be carried out to encompass even more stakeholder
groups and issues, the stakeholder workshop executed during the IES mission to Nam Can in
April 2010 revealed the following areas of capacity building. Capacity building required for
the range of stakeholders from government (various levels) to change agents (NGOs,
research insStuSons, aid organisaSons) to community members (farmers, hunters, teachers,
industries):
‐ Development of mulSsectorial and integrated policies by learning how to involve
various levels of government, other stakeholders (communiSes, private etc.), and
learning about the importance of transparency and being more open with informaSon.
‐ Learning about the importance of researching issues or using research results for
economic strategic planning and importance of and methods for evaluaSng the
sustainability of policy implementaSon.
‐ Learning how to execute and uSlise results of EIAs, risk and vulnerability assessments –
as regards climate change – prevenSve, management and post disaster strategies.
‐ Law enforcement and environmental monitoring – water quality, forest and biodiversity
loss (forest and other natural resources management), and upkeep of shrimp/ﬁsh farm
standards.
‐ Climate change, increased climaSc variability and socio‐economic developments are
major factors driving land‐use change. These processes can be assessed through land‐
use simulaSon models that integrate diﬀerent climate and socio‐economic scenarios
and the suitability of land for certain uses and thus provide an indicaSon of the likely
land use in the future under diﬀerent scenarios. Hence, we recommend training on:
o Design and set‐up of a land‐use simulaSon model
o Using climate change and socio‐economic scenarios as input parameters in land‐use
simulaSons
o To use qualitaSve indicators to assess the output of the land‐use model
‐ Agriculture extension services ‐ best /most sustainable ways to farm (shrimp, rice, etc.),
dispose of waste. For instance, most shrimp farmers do not see how their own shrimp
farm is polluSng the environment. Thus, training on eﬃcient use of pesScides,
ferSlisers, anSbioScs and other substances is strongly recommended.
In addiSon to capacity building, it is also important to run public programs on environmental
awareness on the following areas: ecosystem values, climate change impacts and natural
disaster preparedness, alternaSves to current economic acSviSes, proper disposal of waste.
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Regarding formal educaSon, teachers would obtain training also under the social
preparaSon capacity building part of the co‐management programme. Meanwhile, the
informaSon to build up the environmental aspect of the basic level school curriculum could
be compiled from the programme’s ﬁndings of what issues are most relevant to the
communiSes and geographic context of Nam Can District.
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“This environmental security assessment includes an investigation of
the issues of the Nam Can District and its surroundings...; an
integrative analysis for a comprehensive understanding of the root
causes and effects of threats to environmental security, poverty and
conflict; alternatives; a gap analysis of what issues are not being
currently addressed; and, recommendations for the appropriate
actors to adopt and implement...”

IES defines environmental security as “the current and future
availability (determined by the factors – supply, accessibility and
management) of life-supporting ecosystem services and goods for
human needs and natural processes which contribute to poverty
alleviation and conflict deterrence ”
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